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Demographic changes, through immigration/emigration (or death) can affect the

social and community structure of a population. This study reports on the effects of
demographic changes following 2 intense hurricanes on two sympatric delphinid species:
Atlantic bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, and Atlantic spotted dolphins Stenella
frontalis.
Thirty percent of the bottlenose population was lost after the hurricanes, with an
influx of roughly the same number of immigrants. The stable community split into two
cohesive units. Preferences in association in relation to reproductive status and sex
remained. Immigrants assimilated well into the population, especially males. There is a
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conflict of interest between resident males and females in accepting immigrants and often
females find more resistance than males.
Long-term analysis of spotted dolphins revealed a community structure defined
by long-term site fidelity, natal philopatry of both sexes and three social clusters. Female
associations were influenced by reproductive status and social familiarity within clusters.
Males formed long-term alliances and shorter-term coalitions. Some movement between
clusters occurred. Alliance formation crystallized in adulthood. Mating strategies and
sex were the primary factors shaping social structure.
Thirty-six percent of the spotted dolphin population was lost after the hurricanes
with no influx of immigrants. The spotted dolphin community differed little from longterm analysis, including definitive social clusters and sex preferences. Social cohesion
increased within units and across age classes. Some juveniles had associations of alliance
level. Loss of individuals resulted in subtle changes in social structure.
Interspecies associations reveal striking differences in association patterns
between species. Group sizes and re-sightings of spotted dolphins were larger than for
bottlenose dolphins, particularly for aggressive encounters. Male alliances and coalitions
were prevalent for spotted dolphins, but not for bottlenose dolphins. After the hurricanes
lower re-sighting and group sizes for spotted dolphin males and less aggressive behavior
documented, indicates a re-structuring period of relationships between the species.
This study shows that environmental variations may alter the structure of mammal
societies through demographic upheaval and survival of populations may depend on their
social structure and the social adaptability of the species.
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CHAPTER 1
Social restructuring of a resident pod of Atlantic bottlenose dolphins,
Tursiops truncatus, after two major hurricanes

Introduction
Knowledge of emigration and immigration patterns is important for understanding
the origin and structure of social groups (Baker and Dietz 1996, Brockelman et al. 1998).
The social structure of a population is based on the interactions and relationships between
individuals and categories (e.g. age and sex) of individuals which form relationships
(Hinde 1976). These associations are strongly influenced by the differences in mating
strategies between the sexes (Baker and Dietz 1996, Brockelman et al. 1998), which in
turn influence the evolution of animal societies (Clutton-Brock 2009). Differential
responses of males and females to dispersal and changes in demography have been
shown to alter social structure in many species including birds (Ellsworth and Belthoff
1999, Ward 2005), cooperatively breeding primates (Baker and Dietz 1996, Lazaro-Perea
et al. 2000), chimpanzees (Kahlenberg et al. 2008), gibbons (Brockelman et al. 1998) and
mole-rats (Spinks et al. 2000).
Research on dispersal, and specifically immigration, is hindered by difficult
logistics involved in following individuals (Bowler and Benton 2005). Even for well
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studied species like chimpanzees, little is known about immigration events because they
are rare (Kahlenberg et al. 2008). Past research on the effects of immigration has focused
on primates (e.g., Baker and Dietz 1996, Schaffner and French 1997, Brockelman et al.
1998, Henzi et al. 1998, Lazaro-Perea et al. 2000, Kahlenberg et al. 2008) and avian
species (e.g., Clobert et al. 1988). Due to logistical problems and rarity, not much is
known about the effect of immigration and/or emigration on dolphin associations and
social structure.
The amount of immigration and the ability of these individuals to assimilate into a
population can have large implications for social structure and is important in
understanding the structure of social groups and the interpretation of individual behavior
(Baker and Dietz 1996). Due to competition for resources (food and reproduction),
resistance to immigrants is often intrasexual (Baker and Dietz 1996, Lazaro-Perea et al.
2000, Kahlenberg et al. 2008), although some intersexual aggression has been
documented (Baker and Dietz 1996). This will influence which individuals/sex are
accepted. Behavioral changes associated with immigrant resistance, such as altered
affiliation, sexual behavior and agonism can result in changing the overall social
organization (Lazaro-Perea et al. 2000). The differential responses of males and females
to immigrants of either sex are derived from the differences between male and female
sociality and their drive to increase their inclusive fitness. Choices in association made
by resident individuals help determine if the immigrants are accepted into the population
2

(Baker and Dietz 1996, Kahlenberg et al. 2008) and how grouping patterns and social
structure may change as a result.
Bottlenose dolphins form complex fission/fusion societies like those of
chimpanzees, where membership in groups is continually changing (Connor et al. 2000)
but some long-term associations are evident. Social interactions may involve many age
and sex combinations of individuals, but long-term affiliations are generally correlated
with age, gender, reproductive status and kinship (Wells et al. 1999). Despite differences
in habitat between populations, these aspects of bottlenose dolphin social organization are
somewhat uniform (Quintana-Rizzo and Wells 2001). However, in extreme habitats
(such as atolls and fjords), some populations have shown much different social structure,
with increased social cohesion and long-term bonds between sexes (Lusseau et al. 2003,
Karczmarski et al. 2005). Other variations include multiple communities or social units
within a population (Lusseau et al. 2006, Urian et al. 2009, Wiszniewski et al. 2009).
Although different, the structure of all these populations has remained stable over many
years and no changes in social and/or community structure have, to this date, been
documented.
Demographic changes can affect social organization and fission/fusion dynamics
(Lehmann and Boesch 2004). In chimpanzees, decreasing community size resulted in
increasing group size and decreasing flexibility of the fission-fusion system (Lehmann
and Boesch 2004). Network analysis on a population of bottlenose dolphins revealed that
some individuals are crucial in maintaining the connectivity of the network and their
removal may cause a disproportionate disruption in the network (Lusseau and Newman,
2004). Intense natural disasters, such as hurricanes, may similarly alter social
3

interactions through loss of individuals and immigration following the storms. These
events could change grouping/association patterns and ultimately the social structure of a
population.
In this study we present how a large scale emigration (or death) and immigration
event affected the social structure of a small, resident population of bottlenose dolphins
following multiple natural disasters. The study population is resident, has shown a stable
social structure over more than 10 years, with small amounts of yearly immigration
(Rogers et al. 2004). The study area was directly impacted by two major hurricanes
within three weeks of each other in September of 2004. An unprecedented 30 individuals
of the population disappeared and have not been re-sighted. Subsequently 27 new
individuals immigrated into the population. This event provided a unique opportunity to
study the effect of a large scale emigration (or death) and immigration of individuals on
the social structure of a previously stable population.
Methods
Study Area
Little Bahama Bank (LBB) is over 64km from the east coast of Florida, and just
north of West End, Grand Bahama Island. The study area spans 60 km north to south and
8 km east to west and encompasses 480 km2. The sandbank is between 6-16 meters and
is surrounded by deep water (steep drop-off to over 500 meters into the Gulf Stream). It
has a mostly sandy bottom, scattered with areas of rock, reef, and patches of seagrass
(Thalassia testudinum, Banks and Soland ex Koenig). The study area was divided into
six areas, A-F (Figure 1.1). Effort was not evenly distributed throughout every area due
to physical attributes of the environment as well as rough weather which prohibit boat
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use. This type of varied effort is evident in other social analysis studies in similar size
study areas (Shane 2004, Lusseau et al. 2006, Kent et al. 2008). Rossbach and Herzing
(1997) defined two communities (close to shore and far from shore) of bottlenose
dolphins in this study area through association and ranging patterns. That study had a
stronger search effort in the southern portion of the study area. For this study, effort
focused mainly on the individuals in the far from shore community. A small number of
bottlenose dolphins have been documented to move between Abaco and this study area
(Parsons 2002) and other non-resident individuals were seen once or had oscillating resighting patterns (Rogers et al. 2004). However the resident individuals are consistently
re-sighted within the five divisions of the study area.
Hurricane History
In 2004 the study area was directly hit by two major hurricanes: Frances and
Jeanne. On 3 September 2004, Frances weakened from a category 3 to a strong category
2 hurricane as it slowly passed, after a 12 hour stationary period, directly over Grand
Bahama and the study area. Then hurricane Jeanne passed over the area on 25 September
2004 as a category 3 hurricane. In 2005, Hurricane Wilma passed just above the study
area on 24 October 2005 as a category 2 storm. Although storms are not uncommon
during hurricane season in the Caribbean, there has not been a direct hit to this specific
area by a hurricane since at least the early 1900s (National Hurricane Center:
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/HAW2/english/history). The maximum lifespan of most
dolphins is in the range of 40-50 years (Connor et al. 2000) so these dolphins had not
encountered storms of this intensity before.
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Data Collection
The Wild Dolphin Project began a focused study on Atlantic bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus, Montagu, 1821) in 1993 (Rossbach and Herzing 1999, Rogers et al.
2004) in conjunction with their on-going study of Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella
frontalis, G. Cuvier, 1829) resident to LBB (Herzing 1996, 1997). Data were collected
between May and early September each year. Observations were conducted in all but
severe weather conditions (over Beaufort 3 and/or intense rain squalls) from 0700- 2000
in one person/one hour shifts, scanning forward 180o while underway, and 360o while
anchored.
A group was defined as all dolphins in sight and usually involved in the same
activity (e.g., group or pod Shane 1990). Once dolphins were found, a sighting sheet was
filled out and photographs of dorsal fins were taken with a Canon 35mm during 20022004 or a Canon EOS-1D Mark II digital camera during 2004- 2007.
Individual identification was accomplished by matching natural markings,
including nicks and scars on the dorsal fin to all previously photographed fins (Würsig
and Jefferson 1990). Sex was determined from long-term monitoring, including both
surface and underwater observations (Herzing 1996, Herzing and Johnson 1997,
Rossbach and Herzing 1999, Rogers et al. 2004). Females were identified by observation
of mammary slits, or regular accompaniment of a smaller animal presumed to be her calf.
Males were identified by a gap between the genital slit and the anus, or observation of an
erection. Bottlenose dolphins in this study were classified as adult or calf (individual less
than 2/3 length of an adult and often swimming in echelon position), unless their birth
year was known. Dolphins seen in at least four of the last five years before 2005 or
6

animals seen consistently since 1993 with no more than two years between sightings
were designated regularly seen residents.
Data Analysis
All coefficients of association (COAs) were calculated using the half-weight
index: N/[N+Nab+1/2(Na+Nb)] where N is the number of encounters that included either
dolphin a or b, Nab is the number of encounters where both individuals a and b were
present, Na is the number of encounters that included dolphin a but not b, and Nb is the
number of encounters that included dolphin b but not a (Cairns and Schwager 1987). In
this study population, dolphins are more likely to be sighted alone than when together.
The HWI accounts for this bias, and is therefore the best to use for this study population.
COAs were calculated with the software program SOCPROG 2.3 (Whitehead 2006).
Calves were not included in these analyses since their associations are dependent on their
mothers‘; however mother-calf associations were described separately.
In association studies, there is a trade-off between including as many animals as
possible and ensuring data are reliable, i.e. there are enough sightings per individual to be
representative of their associations (Bejder et al. 1998). Annual COAs were calculated
for pairs of non-calf individuals of known sex that were sighted three or more times
within that year. Pooled COAs (years combined for pre-hurricane 2002-2004 and posthurricane 2005-2007) were calculated for pairs of non-calf individuals of known sex that
were sighted six or more times per pooled period. These requirements permit enough
individuals to be included, while giving reliable results. All individual association values
were categorized as low ≤ 0.39, moderate 0.40-0.79 and high ≥ 0.80 (following Rogers et
al. 2004). In addition, since some studies define strong associations as being greater than
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twice the average COA of the population (Gero et al. 2005, Whitehead 2008a), this
categorization was also used in the analyses.
Determining if associations are non-random is essential before significance can be
assigned to individual COAs. SOCPROG was used to conduct permutation tests (10,000
permutations, with 100 flips per permutation) to test for non-random associations and
preferred/avoided companions (Christal and Whitehead 2001, Whitehead 2006). The
data is permuted randomly while sequentially inverting the intersection of two rows and
two columns in a 1:0 matrix (called a flip) based on Bejder (et al. 1998). The real data is
compared to the permuted data. If some individuals preferentially associate or avoid each
other, then the Standard Deviation (SD) of the real association indices will be
significantly higher than the SD of the permuted data (Christal and Whitehead 2001;
Whitehead, 2006), revealing preferred/avoided companions. The sampling period was
set to daily for all analyses. The ―permute all groups‖ test was chosen for the annual
analyses. This test does not account for birth, death and migration, however the bias was
considered negligible due to the shorter time frame of the field season each year, MaySeptember. The ―permute groups within samples‖ test was used for pooled analyses
(Whitehead 2006) because it accounts for individuals not present in each sampling period
due to birth, death and migration, which may be occurring during the longer time frame
of the pooled datasets.
Mantel tests were conducted to examine whether differences in association occur
between classes (e.g., sex or resident/immigrant status). The matrix of association
indices is compared with a 1:0 matrix that indicates whether members of a dyad are from
the same or different class and a matrix correlation is calculated. The classes of the
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individuals are randomly permuted and the matrix correlation is recalculated for each
random permutation (Whitehead 2008a). Permutations were set at 10,000.
The power and precision of the calculated COA matrices were determined using
social differentiation (S), S2 x H and the correlation coefficient (Whitehead 2008a,b). S
is the coefficient of variation of the true association indices and indicates the
differentiation within the social system. The amount of data needed to accurately
represent a given social system depends on how varied that social system is.
Intermediate (S ~.5) to high (S close to or above 1.0) social differentiation need far fewer
associations than datasets with low differentiation to detect preferred companionship
(Whitehead 2008a). It has been shown in simulated data sets that if S2 x H > 5 (where H
is mean number of observed associations per individual), then the null hypothesis of no
preferred companions will be rejected (Whitehead, 2008b). The correlation coefficient
(CC) reveals how well S and the calculated association indices are related, 1.0 indicating
a perfect representation, 0 a useless one, with ~0.8 being a good representation. This
indicates the power of the analysis to detect the true social system and the precision of the
calculated COA (Whitehead, 2006). The precision of the S and CC were determined
through calculating Standard Errors (SE) from 1000 bootstrap replications. All of these
test statistics were calculated for each data set (annual and pooled) to reveal if the amount
of data used was sufficient, determine the power and precision of the analysis and which
data set(s) was more representative.
To correctly analyze the calculated COA, it is important to determine whether the
individuals in the analysis belong to one or more unit/community. A community is
defined as ―a set of individuals that is largely behaviorally self-contained over all relevant
9

time scales, so that nearly all interactions and associations occur within, rather than
between communities‖ (Whitehead 2008a). Community structure is usually defined by
associations of individuals with long-term site fidelity to a particular area (Urian et al.
2009). A social unit is a set of individuals in (nearly) permanent mutual association, by
some reasonable definition of association and may be embedded within a larger
community (Whitehead 2008a).
In order to confirm that the individuals in this study were part of one community
and to determine if there was more than one social unit, non-metric multidimensional
scaling (MD) and hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis were conducted with
SOCPROG 2.3. In an MD plot, the points are arranged so that the distance between them
is inversely proportional to their association so that strongly associated individuals will
be plotted together and weakly associated will be farther apart (Whitehead 2006). This is
a visual ordination of how closely individuals are associated with each other. The
number of dimensions and starting configuration are set beforehand and the program
iteratively tries to find a suitable representation of the points. This process was repeated
four to five times, choosing different random start positions to determine if the final
representation was optimal and reproducible. A plot with stress <0.1 is considered a
good ordination (Whitehead 2008a). An MD plot can show if consistent subgroups
within the dataset occur (such as units or communities) because individuals generally
identified in the same groups are plotted together.
Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis produces a dendrogram where the
individuals are arranged on one axis and their degree of association on another
(Whitehead 2006). Unlike MD scaling, cluster analysis assumes that the society is
10

structured in a hierarchical fashion. Care must be taken as random data can produce
interesting dendograms. One way to determine the appropriateness of the dendogram is
the cophenetic correlation coefficient (CCC), which is the correlation between the dyads
in the association matrix and the level at which the pairs are joined on the dendogram
(Whitehead 2008a). A CCC of >0.80 indicates a good match, and although it toes not
mean it is a truly hierarchically structured society, it does indicate that the model is
reasonably consistent with the data (Whitehead 2008a). The average-linkage method of
clustering was used because is gave the highest CCC (Whitehead 2008a) and because
extreme small or large similarities (caused by random error, measurement error or
unusual relationships) have less impact on the results than other linkage methods
(Whitehead and Dufault 1999).
To delineate clusters on a dendogram there must be a ‗stopping rule‘. Few
generally applicable principles have emerged and the best technique may be very
dependent on the situation (Whitehead 2008a). However there are certain criteria that
can help determine where to make divisions. Modularity, which is the difference
between the proportion of the total associations within clusters and the expected
proportion, can be useful in determining where divisions should occur (Whitehead
2008a). Divisions should be made in a manner that maximizes modularity where greater
than or equal to 0.30 indicates that the division between clusters are good (Newman
2004). The modularity G function in SOCPROG controls for gregariousness and divides
the population based on who associated with whom, which incorporates identification
histories which potentially provide a useful way to divide a population (Whitehead
2008a). If the modularity G was greater than or equal to 0.30, the divisions indicated on
11

the dendogram were used. It may also be reasonable to apply a division based on the
social behavior of the animals. Setting the association index level for division at twice
the mean community level association would cluster individuals that spend at least twice
as much time together as any randomly chosen pair (Whitehead 2008a). Both of these
methods were implemented to confirm or deny divisions of the community in this study.
Links that are at an association close to zero indicate separate groupings of individuals.
Within these groupings individuals have higher association indices with one another, thus
the animals are clustered together on the dendogram.
It is important to remember that even if there are preferred associations and a
large CCC, the cluster diagram may not be an appropriate representation if the society is
not hierarchically structured (Whitehead 2006). Sociograms and MD plots, which do not
assume that kind of structure, may be more appropriate. They may suggest units or
communities if there are clusters of individuals mutually well linked in a sociogram or
plotted together in a MD plot (Whitehead 2008a), and can be helpful in confirming
delineations from cluster analysis. Sociograms (data not shown), cluster dendograms,
and MD plots were compared to confirm community divisions. If separate units were
detected, then a Mantel test was performed to determine if there were more associations
within units than between. This reveals how much interaction there is between the units,
indicating how discrete they are from one another.
The pooled data were the best representation of the social structure (see results),
so all analyses after COA calculation (Mantel tests, MD and Cluster analysis) were
conducted only on the pooled data. However, the yearly COA analysis gave a good
representation and was used to help describe the COA patterns in detail. The residuals of
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the group size data were distributed normally. ANOVAs were conducted to test for
differences in group size with the statistics program, SPSS 16. Standard Deviations (SD)
are given after means.
Results
Re-sighting
In 393 days at sea between 2002 and 2007, dolphins were sighted on 208 days
with a total of 361 sightings (Table 1.1). A total of 190 dolphins were identified during
this study. A total of 61 were females, 52 were males and 77 were of unknown sex.
Rogers et al. (2004) reported that 71% of the individuals in the population were identified
by 1996, and discovery of new individuals (average four per year) decreased through
2002. Following that study, matches were found with previously unidentified
photographs from years 1999-2002, increasing the number of new individuals found per
year. The discovery rate of new individuals per year ranged from 8-10, with an average
of eight between 1999-2004. After the hurricanes, there was a large increase in new
individuals, 27 (5 females, 10 males and 12 unknown sex), that returned to an average of
8 in 2007 (Figure 1.2). The majority of these new dolphins (70.4%) were re-sighted in at
least two years post-hurricane. This influx of individuals doubled the average rate to 16
new individuals between 2005-2007.
Out of 60 regularly seen individuals, 30 have not been sighted since 2005 (Figure
1.2). Loss of individuals was almost equal between the sexes (14 females, 10 males and
6 unknown sex). The sex ratio of immigrant individuals did not greatly change the makeup of the population, except for possibly fewer females present (though this is not certain
due to the number of unknown sex). Residents that remained after the storms had higher
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number of re-sightings in post-hurricane years. For almost half of these dolphins, their
re-sighting rates and overall number of sightings doubled (Table 1.2).
Group Size
Group size ranged from 1 to 35 individuals (Table 1.3). Groups were generally
small: 40% contained only one or two individuals and 80% containing seven or fewer
individuals. Table 1.3 shows the ANOVA results. Groups were larger with calves
(n=132, x =7.3 + 4.98) than without calves (n=211, x =2.78 + 2.61), were larger posthurricane (n=149, x =6.15 + 6.08) than pre-hurricane (n=194, x =4.43 + 4.25) and there
was a significant interaction between calf presence and pre/post hurricanes. This
interaction and increase in overall group size was due to the increased size of groups with
calves post-hurricane ( x =10.15 + 6.46) versus groups with calves pre-hurricane ( x =7.3
+ 4.98).
Pre-hurricane associations
The total number of non-calf individuals, males and females for each data set are
given in Table 1.4. There were 25 individuals, seven males and 18 females. In 2003 the
number of individuals included for analysis and the subsequent number of associations
was small and therefore tests could not be conducted. Permutation tests revealed nonrandom associations, indicating preferred and/or avoided companions, for all other years
(Table 1.4). Results indicated intermediate to highly differentiated social systems for all
analyses with the pooled years having the highest differentiation (S) and power to detect
preferred associations S2 x H. The correlation coefficient showed the pooled matrix to be
the best representation. Data presented hereafter are from the pooled years data unless
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otherwise stated, when annual results were used to help describe the COA patterns in
detail.
Table 1.5 shows the total percentage of observed associations, low, moderate,
high and by sex class. Associations were generally low, with the majority between samesex individuals. Male-male COAs had the highest average, however a Mantel test
revealed no significant difference between same-sex vs. mixed-sex associations (Table
1.6).
Multidimensional scaling (Figure 1.3) and hierarchical agglomerative cluster
analysis (Figure 1.4) both show one community, with no discreet social units and some
moderate to high associations between individuals.
Detailed COAs
Strong associations that were greater than twice the average COA comprised
37.5% of the total and were more prevalent in same-sex associations, especially males
(Table 1.7). The four highest COAs (>0.55, over 4 times the population average) were
two adult male and 2 adult female pairs (Figure 1.4).
Almost half (49%) of possible female-female associations were observed. Every
female had at least one association that was greater than twice the average COA, and the
majority had moderate level associations as well. Some older juvenile females had strong
associations with their mother, as well as their mother‘s associates. Annual associations
showed that the strength of these relationships and the individuals involved fluctuated
between years.
All males had at least one association greater than twice the overall average COA
and 71% of possible male-male associations were observed. Two alliances were evident
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with COA greater than 5 times the average (Figure 1.4). These pairs had strong moderate
to high associations (ranging from 0.50-0.80) throughout the annual analyses. Other
male pairs had strong associations (greater than twice the population average, ranging
from 0.35-0.80) in a given year, however they fluctuated in strength and individual
membership.
Fifty-six percent of possible mixed-sex associations were observed. All males
had at least one association with a female that was greater than twice the population
average. Eight females had at least one association greater than twice the average with a
male, and these were the same individuals with moderate female-female associations.
Consequently, many of the male-female associations were males with females and their
close female associates. On an annual basis, two patterns emerged. The two male pairs
with very strong associations had between 4-6 consistent female associates in two or
three of the pooled years, with the majority being greater than twice the population
average. Other males did not show consistent relationships with females. The majority
of associations were at least twice the population average, but associates between years
varied.
Post-Hurricane Associations
The total number of individuals, males and females for each data set are given in
Table 1.4. There were 35 individuals, 20 males and 15 females, 10 of which were
immigrants. Permutation tests revealed non-random associations, indicating preferred
and/or avoided companions, for all datasets, p<0.05. Results indicate intermediate to
highly differentiated social systems for all years except 2006, which was very close at
S=0.45. The pooled years had the highest differentiation (S) and power to detect
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preferred associations S2 x H. The correlation coefficient showed the pooled matrix to be
the best representation (Table 1.4). Data presented hereafter are from the pooled years
unless otherwise stated, when annual results were used to help describe the COA patterns
in detail.
Table 1.5 shows the total percentage of observed associations, low, moderate,
high and by sex class. Associations were generally low, with the slight majority between
same-sex individuals. Female-female COAs had the highest average, however a Mantel
test revealed no significant difference between same-sex vs. mixed-sex associations
(Table 1.6). About a quarter of the associations were greater than twice the average, and
these associations were most prevalent in female-female associations (Table 1.7).
Over half of the associations involved at least one immigrant, with the majority
between residents and immigrants. Only one immigrant female associated with residents
(20% of the associations). Over half (54.8%) of mixed-sex associations involved an
immigrant (the majority involving new males with resident females) and 62% of malemale associations involved an immigrant (the majority between immigrant males and
resident males).
Multidimensional plots (Figure 1.5) and hierarchical agglomerative cluster
analysis (Figure 1.6) revealed two distinct units (A and B) within the community, with
two immigrant female individuals on the edges of their respective units, with some
moderate to high associations between individuals within each unit. A Mantel test
revealed that within unit COAs (Table 1.6) were significantly higher than between unit
COAs ( x =0.06 ± 0.05, P<0.001).
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Unit A
All possible associations were observed, except one male-male pair. The number
of moderate associations was larger than any other data set (Table 1.5). The average
COA for Unit A was higher than Unit B, and it was more than double that of prehurricane years. Mantel tests showed there was no significant difference in COAs in
regard to sex or resident status (Table 1.6). Only four COAs (three female-female and
one mixed-sex pair) were greater than twice the average COA, with two male pairs just
below. These results indicate a more homogeneous unit than previously observed in this
population.
Female-female associations had the strongest COAs (Table 1.6) and centered
around two females with calves, the highest between the mothers (Figure 1.6). This trend
was consistent through the annual analysis, though the strength of the COAs fluctuated
between years. The two strong male-male associations involved three resident males
(Figure 1.6). These pairs had strong associations in the annual analysis as well. Other
male pairs had strong associations, however they fluctuated in strength and individual
membership in different years. These three males were involved in over half the mixedsex associations and one of the pairs associated strongly with the mothers with calves.
Other associations varied in strength and membership in the annual analysis.
Unit B
The number of observed associations was higher than pre-hurricane, but not as
high as Unit A. The number of moderate associations was also lower than Unit A (Table
1.5). The average COA was almost double that of pre-hurricane years, but not as high as
Unit A (Table 1.6). More strong associations (17%) were observed in Unit B, and these
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occurred more often between same-sex pairs. Mantel tests showed that same-sex COAs
were significantly higher than mixed-sex, especially for males and that there was no
significant difference in COAs regarding resident status (Table 1.6). The highest COAs,
three times the population average, were between five male and two female pairs (Figure
1.6).
Over 70% of the possible female-female associations were observed, and 20% of
these were strong COAs and involved six of the eight females of Unit B. The two highest
female-female COAs were between resident females (Figure 1.6). One pair showed
strong associations over more than one year, others varied in strength and individual
membership between years. Over 85% of possible male-male associations were
observed. Strong associations between males involved juvenile and adult residents, as
well as adult residents and immigrants (Figure 1.6). Annual analysis showed two male
pairs with consistently strong associations, others varied in strength and individual
membership between years. Over 80% of the possible mixed-sex associations were
observed. All but two pairs had strong associations, involving more than half the males,
and less than half the females. Each member of the male pair Mimic/Gemtwist had an
equally strong COA with all these females, indicating they were always together with the
females. Only one member of the juvenile pair Nightmare/Koi had strong associations
with females. These results were consistent in the annual analysis, other associations
varied in strength and individual membership between years.
Discussion
Community structure is defined by associations among dolphins with long-term
fidelity to particular areas (Urian et al. 2009). For over 10 years this population has
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shown a consistent social structure, comprised of one community (Rogers et al. 2004).
However, following the hurricanes and the emigration (or death) of many individuals,
and immigration of others, two distinct units emerged, each comprised of both residents
and immigrants. The short-term time frame of this study following the hurricanes
precludes us from determining if the two units were actually separate communities.
Monitoring studies of dolphins have identified aspects of social structure that are
similar between some populations (e.g. Connor et al. 2000a, Quintana-Rizzo and Wells
2001), and differ between others (e.g. Lusseau et al. 2003, Karczmarski et al. 2005). The
results of this study reveal similarities and differences in one population between two
time periods, separated by hurricanes. Preferences of association in relation to sex and
reproductive status remained similar, but the overall community structure and level of
social cohesion differed.
Association patterns of most bottlenose dolphin populations are primarily based
on the sex of the individuals. The majority of associations are between same-sex pairs
where males often form alliances and female associations vary with reproductive status
(Wells et al. 1987, Connor et al. 1992b, Smolker et al. 1992, Rossbach and Herzing
1999, Quintana-Rizzo and Wells 2001, Rogers et al. 2004). However there is behavioral
flexibility between bottlenose dolphin populations in extremely different habitats (such as
fjords and atolls). These populations show reduced social fluidity and increased social
cohesion, which correspond to the characteristics of the habitat (Lusseau et al. 2003,
Karczmarski et al. 2005). The differences in social structure observed between habitats
indicate that social variability may be a response to environmental variability
(Karczmarski et al. 2005). Social plasticity may be important to be able to exploit a
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variety of habitats (Lussearu et al. 2003), and may also be important in surviving
environmental and/or demographic changes.
The results of this study provide evidence for the social plasticity of bottlenose
dolphin social structure within a population, not just between. Although multiple social
units/communities within one dolphin population occur elsewhere (Lusseau et al. 2006,
Urian et al. 2009, Wiszniewski et al. 2009), a split in a previously stable community has
not, to our knowledge, been documented before. In this study, one community split into
two new units with increased social cohesion that had not been previously documented
(intensity varied between units), however sex and reproductive status preferences in
associations remained.
The association patterns of the two units were contrary to other dolphin and
primate populations that showed increased social cohesion. The two units increased
associations between individuals within each unit, increasing unit cohesion, however sex
preferences (few strong inter-sex associations) and fluidity in associations typical prior to
the hurricanes remained. In a population of chimpanzees, demographic changes
decreased community size, which resulted in increased party and between sex
cohesiveness (Lehmann and Boesch 2004). Similarly, in other dolphin populations there
were strong inter-sex bonds and less social fluidity, however these where shaped by the
ecological constraints of their geographic isolation (Bottlenose dolphins: Lusseau et al.
2003, Spinner dolphins: Karczmarski et al. 2005). Interestingly, a large scale (60
individuals) immigration event occurred in the spinner dolphin population in a remote
Hawaiian atoll (Karczmarski et al. 2005). The immigrants and residents rarely interacted
(even though in close proximity, 2-3 km) and when they did interact, original group
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membership was restored (no individuals ever switched groups). In addition, some
aggression was observed as residents chased away immigrants. Aggression towards
immigrants by one or both sexes has been documented in many primate species
(Tamarins: Baker and Dietz 1996, Marmosets: Lazaro-Perea 2000, Chimpanzees:
Kahlenberg et al. 2008). This is in stark contrast with the results of our study, where
immigrants were well integrated within the resident population. Due to the time frame of
our study, aggressive interactions could have taken place during the time after the 2004
field season and prior to the 2005 field season, such that we were not able to observe
them. Even if this did occur, however, the results of this study are still contrary to the
studies mentioned above because the immigrants were eventually (or initially) accepted
and integrated into the population. In addition to the different social structure
characteristics, the study area for our population, LBB, is a very different habitat than the
atolls and fjords in the studies mentioned above. The more fluid social structure and the
lack of geographic isolation on LBB may explain why this extreme form of social
cohesion (increased inter-sex bonds and cohesion across the population) was not
observed and why immigrants were more accepted.
Variations in the social cohesion of the two new social units were observed.
Differences in social cohesion within one population have been documented and related
to the variation in habitat (marine vs. estuarine) between the two communities
(Wiszniewski et al. 2009). On LBB there are no such stark differences in habitat that
could account for the differences in social cohesion observed, although it is unknown
whether smaller changes in habitat (e.g., bottom type) could produce similar results.
Thus it is most likely that the impetus for the observed changes was demographic. Males
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and females differ in their association patterns which are driven by their need to increase
individual fitness. For females this involves successful rearing of young, and for males it
involves increasing mating opportunities. Due to these different priorities, there is often
a conflict of interest between the sexes on whether to accept immigrants of either sex
(e.g. Baker and Dietz 1996, Kahlenberg et al. 2008). This conflict is common in many
polygynous mating systems (Davies 1989). In this study, the differences in associations
between sexes influenced the acceptance of immigrants and the new social structure that
emerged.
Fission of the community
The loss of so many individuals within the population may have disrupted the
communication between individuals, facilitating the split of the community. Certain
individuals, termed ‗centralized brokers‘, may play a more important role in the
connectivity within a network, and their removal may cause a disproportionate effect on
the community even though many redundant paths of communication between members
of the network may be present (Lusseau and Newman 2004). It may be that some of the
individuals lost after the hurricanes were ‗brokers‘. However, even if individual
‗brokers‘ were not present, the sheer number of individuals lost could produce the same
lack of communication between individuals, facilitating a split in the community. There
is evidence for the possibility of new ‗brokers‘, as two immigrant females seem to be at
the edge of their respective units, possibly facilitating a link between the two units. They,
or other individuals, may play an important role in the future structure of the community.
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Immigration
The results of this study support the findings that dispersal can have profound
effects on the structure of a population, that the impacts vary according to characteristics
of the disperser, such as sex, (Bowler and Benton, 2005) and that the presence of
immigrants can induce change in local social organization (Lin et al. 2004). Results
show that immigrants assimilated well into the population. However, male immigrants
were far more accepted into each of the two units than female immigrants. When an
immigrant arrives, there is a conflict of interest between resident males and females, in
whether to accept or fight off new individuals of either sex. These conflicts relate to
feeding and reproductive competition and are widespread in polygynous mating systems
(Davies 1989). Both males and females may find resistance from resident individuals of
one (usually same-sex) or both sexes (e.g., Pereira, M.E. and Weiss 1991, Baker and
Dietz 1996, Schaffner and French 1997, Lazeo-Perea et al. 2000, Kahlenberg et al.
2008), and these behaviors may depend on the mating strategies and social structure of
the population. In some cases this means that female immigrants may find more
resistance, while male immigrants may find less from residents (Baker and Dietz 1996,
Schaffner and French 1997). This type of immigration acceptance is supported by the
results presented here.
Strong associations were more prevalent in resident female-female associations
than in any other sex class after the hurricanes, particularly in Unit A, and there were few
associations between immigrant and resident females. These associations were based on
a small sample size of immigrant females (compared with immigrant males). The results
may not be a complete representation of resident-immigrant female interactions, but do
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provide preliminary evidence of resistance by resident females towards immigrant
females. Female fitness and reproductive success is dependent on the successful rearing
of young and females will use social relationships to achieve their reproductive goals, as
described in primates (Sterck and Watts 1997). Female immigrants may compete with
female residents for physical resources and reduce their mating opportunities with males,
negatively impacting the fitness and reproductive success of resident females. Thus, in
many species, immigrant females are often aggressively chased away by resident females
(Baker and Dietz 1996, Schaffner and French 1997, Lin et al. 2004, Kahlenberg et al.
2008, Pusey et al. 2008). In some populations males will also chase immigrant females,
which may indicate male mate preference for residents. Female immigration may result
in delayed reproduction or reduced male reproductive success if it results in the loss of
pregnant or lactating females (Baker and Dietz 1996). In many cases it may be more
difficult for females to immigrate into new areas due to aggression from both male and
female residents. Although it is unknown whether female immigrants were met with
aggression or actively chased away, the association patterns of the resident and
immigrant females indicate resistance to female immigrants.
Female associations may also depend on social familiarity (Möller and Harcourt
2008). Allomaternal care by known associates may be an important factor influencing
female association patterns (and ultimately female fitness), and may inhibit acceptance of
female immigrants. In chimpanzees females often form nursery groups (Pepper et al.
1999) and in communally breeding marmosets there are non-reproductive helpers to aid
in rearing of young (Stevenson and Rylands 1988). Female associates may be daughters
of their mother‘s close associate, with whom they spent part of their infancy or juvenile
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period together (Wells et al. 1987, Möller and Harcourt 2008). This type of association
was also seen in this population, as daughters associated highly with their mother and her
new calf, as well as their mother‘s close associate (who often also had a calf). If this is
the primary way female-female associations form, then resident females would not be
expected to associate or form strong bonds with immigrant females with whom they have
no social familiarity.
Contrary to females, male immigrants seemed to assimilate easily into the
population, with over half the post-hurricane associations involving immigrant males
(especially male-male associations). Bottlenose dolphin males tend to have larger home
ranges (Wells et al. 1987, Quintano-Rizzo and Wells 2001, Gubbins 2002), including this
population (Rogers et al. 2004). Therefore it is not uncommon for males and females to
interact with immigrant or visiting males, which may allow immigrant males to more
easily integrate into the population.
Alliances were present between residents and residents/immigrants with some
having consistent membership and strong COAs over the pooled years, while others
seemed short-term and varied between years. Alliances in primates and dolphins are
primarily attributed to increased access to females through herding/coercing/guarding of
females (e.g. Watts 1998, Conner et al. 2000a). In chimpanzees, males have been shown
to change reproductive strategies depending on the size and composition of the
community (Lehmann and Boesch 2004). Coalitionary mate guarding, previously
undocumented in chimpanzees, developed in large parties when there were too may
males for a single male to be able to maintain exclusive access to estrous females (Watts
1998). Models of alliance formation are strongly affected by the mean number of males
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competing for a female. Factors that impact this, such as duration of female availability,
female density and operational sex ratio, will also influence alliance formation
(Whitehead and Connor 2005). If the male reproductive strategy favors alliance
formation in a population, the benefits of alliance membership (particularly increased
access to females) must outweigh the cost of lowered mating chances due to the fact that
the allied males must share all of the opportunities. The existence of alliances in many
species indicates that in those cases, cooperation provides greater inclusive fitness
benefits than when acting alone (Hill and Van Hoof 1994). The fact that alliances formed
between residents and immigrants indicated that the benefits of alliances outweighed the
costs of sharing mating opportunities, or trying to gain access to females alone. Many
males were lost previously to the population and alliances were integral in male
associations before the hurricanes (Rogers et al. 2004, this study). The importance of
alliance formation and loss of resident males may have facilitated the formation of
alliances with immigrants.
Male bottlenose dolphins in this study showed varying alliance strategies, which
has been documented for other populations as well (Owen et al. 2002, Krützen et al.
2003, Lusseau 2007). In Shark Bay, secondary alliances (generally lasting no more than
a few years) are involved in both agonistic interactions as well as during consortships
(Connor et al. 1999). Short-term alliances (temporary coalitions) form during agonistic
interactions in a population in Doubtful Sound, New Zealand (Lusseau 2007). Short-term
coalitions are also evident in primates (e.g. Watts 1998). These coalitions may be
important during interspecific interactions with Atlantic spotted dolphins in this study
area (Herzing and Johnson 1997, Rogers et al. 2004). Short-term relationships may be
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behaviorally specific preferred associations (Gero et al. 2005). Male residents may
benefit from partnering with immigrant males through increased access to females or aid
during intra/interspecies agonistic interactions, thus strong immigrant males may be seen
as advantageous partners.
Kinship is often thought to be important in bottlenose dolphin alliance formation.
However, in some cases, factors other than kin selection seem to govern male alliance
formation (Möller et al. 2001). It is unknown if alliances seen in this study are correlated
with relatedness; however the association patterns between residents and immigrants
indicates that relatedness may not be the major factor determining alliance formation in
this population, especially after the demographic changes resulting from the hurricanes.
These alliances may be mutually beneficial, or involve some reciprocity not related to
inclusive fitness benefits associated with kin selection. Males would receive by-product
mutualistic benefits if their chances of mating success increased and all males within the
alliance/coalition gained potential access to the female (Möller et al. 2001) or increased
chance of success during intra and/or interspecies aggressive interactions. Mutualistic
benefits have been reported for primates (Noë 1992, Watts 1998) and proposed for
bottlenose dolphins (Möller et al. 2001). The results presented here support the body of
evidence that dolphin society is based to a considerable degree on reciprocal altruism
(Connor and Norris 1982).
Environmental changes
The altered community structure, grouping and association patterns that occurred
after the hurricanes in this study may, in part, be due to shifts in prey related to the
disturbance of the hurricanes. Changes in prey populations have been linked to
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ecological variations and can influence the structure of ecological communities (Genner
et al. 2004, MacLeod et al. 2005). Choices of individuals to stay with or leave groups
will affect association patterns, and may be related to the group size and abundance of
prey, which can be altered by climatic variations (Lusseau et al. 2004). It is unknown if
prey distribution was affected after the hurricanes, but if it was, this may have affected
how individuals grouped/associated within the community. It is also not known whether
prey abundance changed in the study area, however, limitations in food availability
cannot entirely explain the altered social structure observed in this study. If prey
abundance had declined, the area would not have been able to sustain the same number of
dolphins as it had previously. Although it is possible that the individuals that were lost
had emigrated due to a decrease in prey abundance following the hurricanes, this seems
unlikely since an almost equivalent number of individuals immigrated into the
population, and the majority of them remained in the study area.
Conclusion
Demographic changes (including community size and composition) can affect the
social system of a species and the results presented here further indicate how flexible the
fission/fusion system is, how it can respond quickly to demographic changes resulting
from environmental disturbances and how associations related to reproductive strategies
can influence these dynamics (Lehmann and Boesch 2004). To our knowledge, this is the
first study to document changes in dolphin social structure after a natural disaster and
resulting demographic upheaval. It showed that environmental variations, which may
become more severe and/or frequent with the current climate changes, may alter the
structure of mammal societies through demographic upheaval. Survival of populations
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may depend on their social structure and the social adaptability of the species. Future
work should focus on behavioral interactions within and between sex classes, home range
and distribution patterns, habitat use/changes and prey availability and distribution to
illuminate further the reasons behind the social structure fluctuations.
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73
71
73
217
55
60
61
176
393

2002
2003
2004
2002-2004
2005
2006
2007
2005-2007
Total

361

50
49
51
150

84
69
58
211

# sightings

208

32
26
35
93

# days with
sightings
39
41
35
115

4333.25

592
619.75
654
1865.75

895
779
793.5
2467.5

Total hours

62.7 (37.3)

70.4 (29.6)
65.4 (34.6)
68.5 (31.5)
68.1 (31.9)

% hours
underway (anchored)
54.0 (46.0)
59.5 (40.5)
62.9 (37.1)
58.6 (41.4)

Table 1.1 Field effort and number of sightings for 2002-2007, by year and pooled
years pre-hurricane (02-04) and post-hurricane (05-07).

# days at sea

Year

Immigrants
Residents
Residents with double # re-sightings

Pre-hurricane
ND
3.51 (0-17)
2.72 (0-12)

Post-hurricane
5.56 (1-18)
6.89 (0-23)
12.15 (3-23)

Table 1.2 Re-sighting rates (ranges) for immigrants (13 males, 6 females, 30 unknown
sex) and residents (24 males, 28 females, 20 unknown sex). ND = No data.
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33

Sums of
Squares
2544.615
239.241
100.938
6386.398
18407

Mean
squares
2544.615
239.241
100.938
18.839

FStatistic
135.72
12.699
5.358

P-value
P<0.001
P<0.001
P<0.03

Table 1.3. ANOVA showed group sizes were significantly different (bold) for presence of calves, pre/post
hurricane and calf/hurricane interaction.

Sources of Variance
Calf presence
Pre/Post Hurricane
Calf * Pre/Post
Error
Total

Degrees of
Freedom
1
1
1
339
342
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25
31
99
38
34
44

2003

2004

2002-2004

2005

2006

2007
35

29

26

26

25

19

13

23

Individuals

20 (7I)

18

15

14

7

8

5

7

Males

15 (3I)

11

11

12

18

11

8

16

Females

0.16 + 0.05

0.20 + 0.05

0.23 + 0.10

0.13 + 0.06

0.12 + 0.05

0.15 + 0.05

ND

0.20 + 0.10

Mean
COA + SD

P < .001

P < .001

P < .001

P < .001

P < .001

P < .001

ND

P < .001

P - value

0.92 + 0.11

0.63 + 0.22

0.45 + 0.15

1.23 + 0.23

0.86 + 0.13

0.62 + 0.23

ND

0.68 + 0.19

S + SE

61.3

24.83

30.85

14.92

29.2

10.1

ND

16.9

H

0.78 + 0.03

0.51 + 0.12

0.45 + 0.10

0.69 + 0.07

0.69 + 0.04

0.42 + 0.11

ND

0.57 + 0.08

CC + SE

51.7

9.92

6.25

22.5

21.4

3.88

ND

7.83

S2 x H

Table 1.4. Number of groups, non-calf individuals, males, females, mean COA, P -value for
permutation tests, social differentiation (S) + Standard Error (SE), number of associations per individual
(H), correlation coefficient (CC) + (SE), and test for sufficient data to detect preferential associations
(S2 x H). S ~ .5 = intermediate differentiation, S close to or above 1 = high differentiation. CC =.4,
COA matrix is somewhat representative; CC = .8, COA matrix is a good representation. S2 x H >5,
good ability to reject the null hypothesis of no preferred companions. I in 2005-2007 indicates the
number of immigrants. ND = No data.
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39

2002

2005-2007

Groups

Year

35

Observed
53.30%
66%
99%
81%

Low
88.80%
81.30%
70.40%
77.40%

Moderate
11.20%
18.50%
29.60%
21.80%

High
0%
0.20%
0%
0.80%

MM
9.40%
34.30%
32.60%
31.50%

MF
43.70%
49.60%
51.80%
52.40%

FF
46.90%
16.10%
15.60%
16.10%

Same sex
56.30%
50.40%
48.20%
47.60%

Table 1.5. Percentage distribution of non-zero (observed) associations for pre, post-hurricane and Units A and B.
MM=male-male, FF=female-female, and MF=mixed sex. Units A and B have unusually high percentages of observed
associations (bold).

Year
2002-2004
2005-2007
Unit A
Unit B
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0.12 (0.05)
0.16 (0.05)
0.32 (0.06)
0.22 (0.08)

2002-2004

2005-2007

Unit A

Unit B
0.27 (0.08)

0.29 (0.08)

0.16 (0.04)

0.21 (0.04)

MM (SD)

0.19 (0.11)

0.30 (0.06)

0.16 (0.05)

0.11 (0.07)

MF (SD)

0.21 (0.10)

0.43 (0.05)

0.18 (0.06)

0.12 (0.06)

FF (SD)

P<0.05

P>0.10

P>0.11

P>0.17

Mantel
test

0.26 (0.09)

0.34 (0.06)

ND

ND

R-R

0.20 (0.09)

0.28 (0.09)

ND

ND

R-I

0.13 (0.04)

0.28 (0.08)

ND

ND

I-I

P>0.13

P>0.06

ND

ND

Mantel
test

Table 1.6. Average COA overall and for sex and resident/immigrant classes. MM=male-male, FF=femalefemale, and MF=mixed sex. R-R=resident-resident, R-I=resident-immigrant, and I-I=immigrant-immigrant.
Highest COA averages for each set of years or unit and significant Mantel test results are in bold. ND = No
data.

Mean COA (SD)

Year

Year
2002-2004
2005-2007

% Twice avg

% of MM

% of MF

% of FF

37.50%

46.70%

31.40%

41.30%

26.60%

22.90%

25.00%

37.70%

Table 1.7. Percentage of COAs that was greater than twice the overall average COA
(strong associations) and the percentage of strong associations in each sex class:
MM=male-male, FF=female-female, and MF=mixed sex. Highest sex class percentage
for each set of years is in bold.
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Figure 1.1. Study area broken into six segments: A, B, C, D, E, F. Arrow on the insert
indicates the Bahamas study area.
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Figure 1.2. Discovery curve of new and missing non-calf individuals. ** indicates the year
after hurricanes Frances and Jeanne.
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Figure 1.3. Representative plot of Multidimensional scaling showing one
community for the 2002-2004 pooled years, stress <0.10.
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Figure 1.4. Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis for pooled years 20022004. Stars indicate strong associations, CCC=0.84.
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Figure 1.5. Representative plot of Multidimensional scaling pooled years 2005-2007.
Stars indicate immigrant females on the edge of their respective clusters, stress <0.10.
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Figure 1.6. Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis for pooled years 20052007. Stars indicate strong male associations (alliances), J indicates a juvenile
pair and triangles indicate strong female associations, CCC=0.85.

CHAPTER 2
Long-term social structure of a resident pod of Atlantic spotted dolphins,
Stenella frontalis, 1991-2002
Introduction
Hinde‘s (1976) framework states that the social structure of a population is based
on the interactions and relationships between individuals and categories (e.g. age and sex)
of individuals which form relationships. The nature and course of each interaction is
influenced by the history of past interactions as well as their expectations for future
interactions; therefore it is crucial to collect data on these interactions over time (Hinde
1976). The majority of information available on the social structure of small delphinids
comes from the long-term research conducted on coastal bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
sp.) in Sarasota Bay, FL (Wells, 1991) and Shark Bay, Australia (Connor et al. 1992a,
Smolker et al. 1992). Other long-term studies in Indian River Lagoon, FL (Kent et al.
2008) and the Bahamas (Rogers et al. 2004) have recently contributed other long-term
datasets on coastal ecotype bottlenose dolphins to the literature.
Coastal bottlenose dolphins are characterized as living in fission-fusion societies
(Connor et al. 2000a). These include many fluctuating low – level, short-term
associations, with some strong long-term associations between preferred companions.
Interactions may involve many combinations of age and sex of individuals, but long-term
affiliations are correlated with age, gender, reproductive status and kinship (Wells et al.
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1999). These characteristics are quite common across most dolphin populations, despite
differences in habitat (Quintana-Rizzo and Wells 2001, Rogers et al. 2004). However
extreme ecological differences (deep water vs. shallow) and geographic isolation
differing from most other populations can greatly alter association patterns and social
structure (Lusseau et al. 2003, Karczmarski et al. 2005).
There is considerable variability among the social structure of other small
delphinids as well. The lack of long-term studies of these different species inhibits our
understanding of dolphin social structure within and between species. Results of these
studies show varied social structure characteristics compared to well-studied bottlenose
dolphin populations. A study of Hector‘s dolphins, Cephalorhynchus hectori, revealed
broadly similar organization to that found in coastal bottlenose dolphins (Slooten et al.
1993). However in marine Tucuxi dolphins, Sotalia guianensis, there was a lack of
consistency in group membership and lack of stable associations between individuals
(Santos and Rosso, 2008). In Common dolphins (Delphinus delphis) a fluid fissionfusion society was documented, however there was little evidence for any long-term
bonds (Bruno et al. 2004). Populations of spinner dolphins generally live in a fissionfusion society where they band together at night to feed in deep water, separate into
smaller groups in shallow bays during the day (Würsig et al. 1994) and some long-term
associations have been documented (Marten and Psarakos 1999). However, as with
bottlenose dolphins, geographic isolation can produce extreme differences in social
structure where the fluidity of the fission-fusion society is replaced with long-term group
fidelity and social stability (Karczmarski et al. 2005).
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Research from a long-term study of Atlantic spotted dolphins, Stenella frontalis,
has revealed much information about their natural history (Herzing 1997), behavior and
vocalizations (Herzing 1996), calf behavioral development (Miles and Herzing 2003),
mothers teaching calves during foraging (Bender et al. 2008), female associations and
reproductive status (Herzing and Brunnick 1997) and preferential association among kin
(Welsh and Herzing 2008). It is known that this species of dolphin is closely related to
Tursiops aduncus (LeDuc et al. 1999) and their habitat is similar to that of coastal
bottlenose dolphins (Herzing 1997). They live in a fission-fusion society much like
bottlenose dolphins (Welsh and Herzing 2008), with similar female associations patterns
(Herzing and Brunnick 1997). However, it is unclear how much farther similarities like
these extend in their associations.
The purpose of this study was to further quantify the long-term social structure of
a resident population of Atlantic spotted dolphins. These dolphins have been part of the
long-term scientific observation of the Wild Dolphin Project (WDP) since 1985 (Herzing
1996, 1997). They live in one community divided into three clusters (Northern, Central
and Southern) far from shore on a shallow sandbank north of Grand Bahama Island. The
clusters have previously been defined by geographic ranging patterns, association
patterns and phenotype (Welsh 2007). Microsatellite genotypes indicate that the clusters
are genetically differentiated from each other (Green 2008). The clusters were
determined not to be separate communities because they were not behaviorally selfcontained, encounters with individuals of different clusters were not uncommon and there
was a great degree of geographic overlap (Welsh 2007). This is the first account of long-
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term general social structure for the Atlantic spotted dolphin species and one of the
longest social analysis studies of a dolphin species other than the bottlenose dolphin.
Methods
Study Area
The study area is as described in Chapter 1.
Data Collection
The Wild Dolphin Project (WDP) has conducted an on-going study of the resident
Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis) of Little Bahama Bank (LBB) since 1985
(Herzing 1997, Herzing and Brunnick 1997). These dolphins are habituated to the
presence of boats and people in the water. Data were collected between 80-100 days
from May to September each year. Observations were conducted in all but severe
weather conditions from 0700-2000 in one person/one hour shifts, or two person/two
hour shifts, scanning 180o while underway, and 360o while anchored.
A group was defined as all dolphins in sight, moving in the same direction,
typically involved in the same activity (e.g., group or pod Shane, 1990). Upon sighting,
group size was determined from the surface. Researchers then entered the water to
document underwater behavior. One researcher documented the encounter with a video
camera with omni-directional hydrophone. One to two other researchers entered the
water with Nikon V underwater 35mm cameras to enable individual identification and to
document behavior.
Atlantic spotted dolphins show the four developmental color phases described by
Perrin (1970) for the pantropical spotted dolphin (Stenella attenuata) and adapted for
Atlantic spotted dolphin by Herzing (1997). The four age classes include: two-tone
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(calves, 0-3 or 4 years), speckled (juveniles, 4-9 years), mottled (young adult, 10-16
years) and fused (adult, 16 plus years). Every identified individual is assigned to an age
class and these data are updated each year to document changes in age class.
Individual identification was accomplished by comparing spotting patterns
between individuals. Additional body marks were also used in making positive
identifications, including nicks and scars on the dorsal fin, flukes, pectoral fins and marks
or scars on the body. After the field season, 35mm color slides were compared with all
previously identified slides to match individuals. Females were identified by observation
of mammary slits or observation of nursing by a calf. Males were identified by a gap
between the genital slit and the anus, or observation of an erection.
Data Analysis
WDP has collected data since 1985 on this population of spotted dolphins, but
only more recent data were used in these analyses. The first five years were spent
habituating the dolphins to the boat and swimmers and getting a baseline of the identities
of the individuals, and are therefore not included in this analysis. A discovery curve was
generated to determine the rate of new individuals identified each year, and when the
majority of the population had been identified. Based on this analysis, 1991 is the first
year used in this analysis because the majority of new individuals after this date were
new calves born into the population, not newly identified non-calf individuals (Figure
2.1). However, photographs and data from previous years are used to show site fidelity
and for age class information. Differences in group size were analyzed in relation to calf
presence, behavior and pre/post hurricane with ANOVA and Tukey tests using SPSS 16
software. Behavior was defined as forage, travel, social, forage/travel, social/travel and
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social/forage/travel. Social behavior included play, courtship, nursing, discipline and/or
aggression.
Analysis of social structure was conducted by calculating coefficients of
association (COAs) using the half-weight index (HWI) as described in Chapter 1.
Sighting criteria vary between studies, as well as whether data is pooled over a given time
frame (see Chapter 1). Determining the power and precision (Whitehead, 2008) of the
calculated COA matrix can aid in determining how accurate and representative your data
are. COAs were calculated for pooled years 1991-1993, 1994-1996, 1997-1999, and
2000-2002. Age class is an important determinant of an individual‘s associations. Of the
three age classes included in this study, the speckled (juvenile) lasts the shortest amount
of time, an average of 4-5 years. Therefore the pooled categories were chosen to be three
years, allowing most individuals to be included under one age class for analysis. If an
individual changed class within the pooled period, they were classified as the class that
they were in the majority of the years. In addition, this pooled period will allow for
comparison with the bottlenose dolphin analysis for this study group (Chapter 1), as well
as other studies.
All COAs were calculated using SOCPROG 2.3 (Whitehead, 2006). Groups
where more than 50% of individuals were identified were included in the analysis.
Calves were not included in these analyses as their associations are dependent on their
mothers‘. Pooled COAs were calculated for pairs of non-calf individuals of known sex
sighted at least six times per pooled period. Individuals may not be included in every
period of analysis, if they do not meet the sighting criteria for the given time frame.
COA were categorized as low <0.39, moderate 0.40-0.79 and high >0.80 (following
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Rogers et al. 2004, based on Wells et al. 1987 and Smolker et al. 1992). Strong
associations (which included moderate and high COA) were defined as being greater than
twice the average COA of the population (Gero et al. 2005, Whitehead 2008a).
SOCPROG was used to conduct permutation tests to determine if associations
were non-random. The ―permute groups within samples‖ test was used (as described in
Chapter 1). Permutation tests were set at 10,000 permutations, with 100 flips per
permutation. If associations were found to be non-random, Mantel tests were conducted
to examine whether differences in association occur between classes (e.g., sex and age
classes). The power and precision of the COA analysis was determined by SOCPROG
by calculating the social differentiation (S), S2 x H, and the correlation coefficient (CC)
as described in Chapter 1.
Through long-term observations, researchers have categorized this population into
three clusters: Southern, Central and Northern. These have been shown to be separate
social clusters (whose geographic ranging patterns are distinct, but also overlap) within
one community, for 2002-2007 (Welsh 2007). In order to confirm the long-term
presence of these clusters, and the presence of one community, multidimensional scaling
was used (as described in Chapter 1).
RESULTS
Re-sightings
In 965 days at sea between 1991 and 2002, spotted dolphins were observed on
576 days with a total of 1043 encounters (Table 2.1). A total of 199 individuals seen
more than once were identified and sex was determined for 98.5% of the population.
There were 99 females, 97 males and 3 of unknown sex. The majority of new individuals
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seen during this time period were new calves born into the population, immigration was
low (Figure 2.1). Individuals in this population are regularly re-sighted, some every year
since 1985. Both male and female calves remained in the study area from birth through
adulthood, up to 22 years of age.
Eighty-six individuals (43.2%) were sighted in every year of this study that was
possible for that individual (i.e. they had not disappeared or hadn‘t been born yet). Of
individuals that were missing years, but were re-sighted, fifteen had one year missing.
Seven individuals had between 2-4 years missing, with no more than two years per
missing period. Three individuals had a group of three years missing between sightings.
The rest of the individuals, 84 (42.2%) had missing periods of no more than two years,
before being lost (never re-sighted), indicating regular re-sightings before disappearing.
The final four individuals had a missing period of 3-4 years before being lost. Table 2.2
shows that individuals were regularly re-sighted and that females had consistently higher
re-sighting rates than males in each pooled period as well as over all years. This was
consistent in the Central cluster; however males in the North and South clusters tended to
be re-sighted more than females. Overall, Central individuals were re-sighted more
( x =19.9) than Southern ( x =11.1) or Northern ( x =13.1) individuals.
Group Size
There were a total of 1272 groups sighted, ranging from 1 to 60 individuals, x =
9.2 + 7.6. The majority (66.4%) included 9 or fewer individuals. For every pooled
period, the majority of groups included all age classes (two-tone, speckled, mottled and
fused). ANOVA results are given in Table 2.3. Group size was significantly larger when
calves were present (n=830, x = 10.9 + 8.1) than when calves were not present (n=442,
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x = 5.9 + 5.3), group size varied with behavior and there was no interaction between
presence of calves and behavior (Table 2.3). A Tukey test showed that the largest group
sizes involved social activities (Social n=479, x = 9.4 + 7.7; Social/forage n=185, x =
10.0 + 7.9; Social/Travel n=135, x = 11.8 + 9.7) and were significantly larger than
foraging groups (n=130, x = 6.2 + 3.9). In addition, social/travel groups were
significantly higher than traveling (n=250, x = 8.2 + 6.9) and social groups. In general,
groups containing calves or involved in social behavior were larger.
Overall Associations
The total number of non-calf individuals, males and females for each data set are
given in Table 2.4. For all data sets, permutation tests revealed non-random associations,
indicating preferred and/or avoided companions. The data were a good representation of
the true social system with high social differentiation (S) and correlation coefficients for
all pooled years.
The presence of the Northern, Central and Southern social clusters within one
community was confirmed through multidimensional scaling for all years (using six
dimensions, 200 iterations with a stress less than 0.10). Figure 2.2 is a representative MD
plot from the 94-96 pooled period. This plot is representative for all pooled periods and
shows the three social clusters. Mantel tests for each pooled period indicated that
associations within clusters were stronger within than between clusters; however the MD
plot does show some individuals close to the edges of clusters, indicating some strong
associations across clusters. The Central cluster is the largest having between 40-57
individuals included in analysis for each time period. The Southern and Northern clusters
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have far fewer individuals included in analysis, between 5-16 and 12-14 respectively.
Due to the overlap between clusters and the small size of the Northern and Southern
clusters, it is evident that this is one community with three social clusters which overlap.
Further analysis was conducted on the community as a whole.
Across years approximately 67% of associations were observed (non-zero). The
percent of observed associations, broken down into low, moderate, high, and same versus
mixed sex and age classes are shown in Table 2.5. Results were consistent over all
pooled periods. The majority of associations were low, with about 20-25% being strong
associations, greater than twice the overall mean COA. Of these, the majority were
between same-sex pairs, with males averaging twice the number of strong COAs than
females. The percentage of same-sex versus mixed-sex associations fluctuated closely
around 50/50. However the majority of associations (61% - 65%) were between
individuals of different age classes.
Table 2.6 shows that for all pooled periods, COAs within sex were greater than
between sex. This is due to the high level male-male associations, as female-female and
mixed-sex were similar in strength and below the overall average. Same age class
associations were significantly larger than mixed age class associations for all years
(Table 2.7), even though the majority of associations involved mixed age classes (Table
2.5).
Analysis was further broken down between sex and age class (Table 2.8). Malemale associations were significantly higher within age class than between, however for
female-female associations there was no difference. Within sex class associations were
significantly larger than between sex class for fused individuals in all years, for mottled
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individuals in three of four pooled periods and for speckled individuals only two out of
four pooled periods. This is attributed to the high male-male associations seen in each
age class with significant Mantel test results.
Males associations
The percentage of male-male observed associations was the highest, ranging from
72.8% - 86.9%. The majority of the moderate and strong (twice the average) COAs were
male-male associations. Figures 2.3-2.6 show sociograms for males with COA of 0.45
and above during each pooled period. The COA of 0.45 was chosen as this is 2-3 times
the average male-male COA and in the moderate category, indicating strong associations.
Over the entire 12 year period there were 15 groupings of males. The strongest
associations were between pairs or trios of males, with reciprocating highest COA values
between members and COA 0.70 or greater, however some groupings were just
temporary groupings of strong associations between 0.45 and 0.69. The majority of
individuals in these core pairs/trios (individuals with reciprocating highest COA) were
mottled and/or fused adults and almost all pair/trio members were of the same age class
and cluster (except for one pair Rivet-Groucho, North-Central). Some pairs/trios were
distinctly separate, whereas others associated highly with another alliance pair/trio.
Generally these larger groups did not last more than one pooled period as membership
changed between years, but the core pair/trios remained consistent. These associations
with other alliances, occurred even between clusters, but these did not last more than one
pooled period.
There is evidence for both alliance persistence and change. Alliances 1, 2, 5 and
9 were consistent pairs/trios with reciprocating highest COA values (0.70 and above) for
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three to four of the pooled periods (9-12 years). Alliance 2 began as a trio, with BigGash
and Romeo as the primary pair, and Quotes the odd male. They remained the primary
pair for the entire study period, but between 1994-1996, Quotes associated with Schooner
and Midnight almost as highly, linking the two alliances. As of 1997-1999 Schooner and
Midnight became alliance 7, still associating highly with alliance 2, and Quotes was the
old male out of both pairs, though associating more with alliance 2. The core pair of
Alliance 6, Ridgeway and Mask, disappeared after 1995 (Ridgeway was lost, Mask was
not seen enough to be included in analysis and lost after 1999), and Shorty was the odd
male. Shorty joined tightly with Surge from 1994 – 1999 (alliance 8), connecting
alliances 6 and 8 until the loss of the core of alliance 6. Alliance 8 split in 2000 when
Shorty partnered with Midnight. The core pair of alliance 5, Horseshoe and Whitespot,
lasted through 1999. In 1994 Stubby, originally from alliance 3, began to associate
highly with alliance 5. In 2000-2002 Stubby and Horseshoe became the core pair of
alliance 5. Alliance 7, made up of Northern males, began to associate highly in 2000
with a Central alliance 3, associating more highly with Central individuals than Northern
overall. Although most associations were between alliances of pairs/trios or between 2 or
3 alliances, there is evidence for a less stable grouping of males. Alliance 3 has had
varying membership with no stable primary pair/trio and resulted in a larger alliance of 7
individuals in 2000-2002.
The majority of males not involved in an alliance grouping were speckled
juveniles. Two groups of speckled appeared in 1994-1996, however these groups did not
persist. Generally, when these individuals became mottled, they appeared in an alliance
grouping. These speckled individuals often had lower associations with some of there
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future alliance partners. Alliance 7, Duet, Liney, Slice, had an average COA of 0.33 in
1991-1993 (too low to show on sociogram) when Liney was mottled and Duet and Slice
were speckled. As they all became mottled, their COA jumped to between 0.54 and 0.80,
and finally to a reciprocating 0.74 in 2000-2002 when Liney and Slice were fused and
Duet was mottled. Only one speckled individual, KP, was in an alliance with mottled and
fused individuals for more than one pooled period. Age class seems to be an important
determinant in alliance formation.
Female associations
The percentage of female-female observed associations was lower, ranging from
53.6% - 60.0%. Female-female associations had much lower COA averages, far fewer
strong associations and less consistency than males. Females generally associated with
most other females in their cluster, and almost all females had at least one strong
association per pooled period (between one and four per pooled period did not). There
were only a few strong associations between females in different clusters (Figure 2.7).
There were more associations between Northern-Central and Southern-Central than
Northern-Southern clusters. One female, Blotches (labeled in the Central cluster) had
some strong ties to the Southern cluster, and after 1997 was associating more with the
Southern cluster than the Central cluster. This is the only evidence of a move between
clusters. The only consistent membership in strong associations across years were
associations delineating clusters and between females and older offspring within clusters
(COA strength varied between years).
Over all the years strong associations (over twice the average) ranged from 0.19 0.94. Some of the highest COAs were between adult females and their older speckled
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female offspring (which remained in their mother‘s cluster). These older offspring often
had strong associations with their mother‘s female associates and their older offspring.
One speckled female lost her mother after 2000, and subsequently had strong associations
(up to 0.74) with three of the other females in the Southern cluster. One strong
association between a mother and adult female offspring was evident as well (i.e. fused
mother and mottled daughter). Associations between this mother and daughter were
strong (though strength of COAs fluctuated) from two-tone to mottled age class of the
offspring. The majority of associations (59.0%-74.0%) were between different age
classes in all years except 1997-1999, when it was 50.0%. Strong associations between
speckled individuals were prevalent in all years except 1991-1993.
COA results indicated that reproductive status may have influenced strong female
associations. In each pooled period, an average of about 30.0% of the strong female
associations involved two reproductively mature adult females (mottled and fused age
classes). The majority of these were between reproductively active females in the same
reproductive state (i.e. both were pregnant, or both had calves during that time period).
Mixed sex
The percentage of observed mixed-sex associations was higher than femalefemale, but lower than male-male, ranging from 63.2%-68.0%. Strong COAs ranged
from 0.19-0.97, with the two highest (as well as other lower strong COAs) between
females and their older speckled male offspring. The majority of associations were
mixed age class (between 58.3%-72.9%) through 1999, and in 2000-2002 mixed age
class associations comprised only 46.6%.
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Generally, strong mixed sex associations were between individuals of the same
cluster. Only 21.3% of mixed sex associations were between individuals from different
clusters. One Northern male, Rivet, had strong associations with central females in every
pooled period, and one association with a Southern female in 2000-2002. No other
Northern – Southern strong associations were observed. Although other Northern and
Southern males had a few strong associations, the majority of cross cluster COAs were
between Southern and Northern females and Central males. Although there were
speckled and mottled males involved in cross cluster COAs, the vast majority involved
adult fused males. The percentage of males involved in mixed-sex associations (85.7%100.0%) was always larger than the percentage of females involved (73.1%-84.1%).
Few mixed-sex consistent associations across pooled years were present. Those
that were evident were within cluster associations (particularly evident for the Southern
group). Few alliances had strong associations with certain females in a given period, and
these were not consistent across pooled periods. Most associations with females varied
between alliance members. The composition of the few males not involved in strong
mixed-sex associations during a given pooled period were: an entire alliance, one
member of an alliance (the other member(s) were involved) and few non alliance
members. This was not consistent across pooled periods as non-involvement did not last
more than one pooled period for any individual or alliance.
Discussion
This population of Atlantic spotted dolphin exhibits association patterns very
similar to that of coastal bottlenose dolphins and chimpanzees (Connor et al. 2000a).
They show strong site fidelity, high re-sighting rates with the strongest associations
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between the same sex and age classes. Males formed long-term alliances and shorterterm coalitions, while female associations were affected by reproductive status and social
familiarity. There were no consistent strong associations between males and females,
despite being sighted often in mixed-sex groups. More males than females were involved
in mixed-sex associations. The detail of this study reveals some variations and how sex
and age class interact in their influence on associations.
Site Fidelity, re-sightings and clusters
Spotted dolphins in this population show long-term site fidelity. Almost 45% of
individuals were seen in every year possible for that individual, there was natal philopatry
of both sexes and immigration was low (only a few individuals per year). Some
individuals have been seen regularly since 1985, indicating up to 23 years site fidelity to
the study area. Observations for this study were made during May-September, however
opportunistic trips have been made in every other month of the year. Positive
identification matches have been made (D. Herzing, unpublished data), suggesting that
individuals are year round residents. Similar long-term site fidelity and natal philopatry
of both sexes has been documented in the two longest running bottlenose dolphin field
studies (over 20 years) in Sarasota, FL (Tursiops truncatus, Wells, 1991) and Shark Bay,
Australia (Tursiops aduncus, Connor et al. 2000a). This spotted dolphin population
shows greater similarity to the immigration rates of the Sarasota bottlenose dolphins than
to the Shark Bay population. In Sarasota immigration is low and it is described as a
relatively closed population of about 100 individuals, with some genetic exchange
occurring between communities. Shark Bay, in contrast, has documented over 300
dolphins and new ones are continually added (Smolker et al. 1992).
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High re-sighting rates also indicate strong site fidelity. The majority of
individuals either had no years missing, just one, or no more than two years at a time.
Although uneven effort may be the reason that Northern and Southern individuals were
sighted less than Central individuals, their high re-sighting rates over many years despite
this showed their strong site fidelity to the area. Overall, females were consistently resighted more than males, however when broken down by cluster, this remained evident
for only the Central cluster. Males in the Northern and Southern clusters were generally
re-sighted slightly more often than Northern and Southern females. Males with larger
ranging patterns than females could account for this discrepancy. There is genetic
evidence for geographically close male dispersal (across clusters) in this population
(Green 2008). Many of the cross-cluster mixed sex associations were between Central
males and Northern and Southern females. Genetic paternity assessments of this
population coincide with these associations. Males sired offspring with females within
their cluster and in adjacent clusters (Green 2008). Spotted dolphin males may be
ranging farther across clusters to increase there reproductive success through increased
access to a variety of females. Bottlenose dolphin males in Sarasota tend to visit the
extremes of the community range more frequently than females and may disappear for
months or years. They may serve as a vector for genetic exchange between communities
(Wells 1991). Males in many other bottlenose dolphin populations also show larger
home ranges than females (Smolker et al. 1992, Quintana-Rizzo and Wells 2001, Krützen
et al. 2004a).
Male dispersal is common in mammal populations (Greenwood 1980). Dispersal,
mating and social structure are intimately connected (Brockelman et al. 1998). Life
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history characteristics are strongly linked to social organization in primates (van Schaik
and Kappeler 1997). The number and sex of individuals associated in social units, and
their social relationships are not determined by ecological factors alone (van Schaik
1996, Kappeler 1997). Variation in community size and composition in chimpanzees
helps explain evidence of different male mating strategies between communities (Watts
1998). The degree of philopatry of each sex has also been shown to affect primate
association patterns (Hill and Van Hooff 1994). In primates socioecological factors
determine the spatial, hierarchical and affiliative relationships between females. These,
in turn, determine the options left open for males to organize their patterns of
competition, migration and bonding (Van Hooff and van Schaik 1994). Similarly, the
patterns of association revealed in this study were strongly influenced by the mating
strategies and life history characteristics of both male and female spotted dolphins.
Group size
Group size was small, the majority including 9 or fewer individuals. The group
size for spotted dolphins was larger than many coastal bottlenose dolphin populations
including Sarasota ( x =7, Wells et al. 1987), Shark Bay ( x =4.8, Smolker et al. 1992) and
bottlenose dolphins sympatric with these spotted dolphins ( x =4.58, Rogers et al. 2004).
Groups involved in social activity were significantly larger than when engaged in other
behaviors, as documented in bottlenose dolphin populations (Shane 1990, Smolker et al.
1992).
In other delphinid studies group size is shown to be influenced by factors such as
predation and food availability (Johnson and Norris 1986). Observation of shark bites
and scars on spotted dolphins indicates there is significant predation pressure from sharks
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in this study area (Herzing and Johnson 1997). The increased size, as compared to
bottlenose dolphins, may be to aid in protection from predators (Norris and Dohl 1980).
Considering spotted dolphins are about 1/3 the size of bottlenose dolphins, increased
group size may be very beneficial in predator protection. During the day, spotted
dolphins often feed on patchy prey of small bottom fish (e.g. flounder, razorfish), and
very rarely on schooling fish (Herzing 2004). Greater foraging efficiency would be
granted to smaller groups in this habitat as prey occurs in a smaller area and may not
support larger group size (Wells et al. 1999).
Spotted dolphin group size containing calves was significantly larger than without
calves. Larger calf-groups appears to be a generalized characteristic of coastal bottlenose
dolphins (Campbell et al. 2002), as larger group sizes in cetaceans may help in defense
against predators (Norris and Dohl 1980). The mortality rate for bottlenose calves is
highest during the first year of life (Mann et al. 2000), during which mothers and calves
are the most sociable (Gibson and Mann 2008a). During this vulnerable time, spotted
dolphin mothers may seek out larger groups to benefit from an increased protection from
predators.
Larger group size may also be due to females sharing parental responsibilities. In
spotted dolphins, the abundance of associations between females in the same
reproductive state (pregnant or with calves) indicate their preference for each other. This
may be due to the benefits gained from associating with others with similar energetic
needs and foraging strategies (Herzing and Brunnick 1997), but also from gaining help in
taking care of young. Nursery groups in chimpanzees include multiple mothers and
young, illustrating how these anestrous females actively prefer each other‘s company
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(Pepper et al. 1999). Communally breeding primates also have non-reproductive helpers
to aid in rearing of young (e.g. marmosets: Stevenson and Rylands 1988). Associations
between spotted dolphin mothers with calves, their older offspring, the mother‘s female
associates and their older offspring indicate the occurrence of allomaternal behavior.
This has been documented in bottlenose populations (Wells et al. 1987, Shane 1990,
Mann and Smuts 1998, Rogers et al. 2004) as well as this spotted dolphin population
(Herzing and Brunnick 1997). Inexperienced females often baby-sit calves, supporting
the ‗learning to parent‘ hypothesis (Mann and Smuts 1998). Experienced females often
associated with infants that are kin (Mann and Smuts 1998), and in spotted dolphins,
preferential association with kin has also been documented (Welsh and Herzing 2008).
Female sociality, centered around successful rearing of young, lends to larger group sizes
when calves are present.
Females Associations
Cluster formation, reproductive status, and social familiarity were stronger
influences on female COAs than age class. Contrary to male-male associations, femalefemale COAs within age class were not significantly higher than between classes and the
majority of associations were between age classes. Females remained in their natal
cluster, had strong associations with other females in similar reproductive states and with
females with past social familiarity. These patterns and strong associations indicate the
importance of reproduction, successful rearing of young and individual fitness on the
structure of female sociality. Female fitness and reproductive success is dependent on the
successful rearing of young and females will use social relationships to achieve their
reproductive goals, as described in primates (Sterck and Watts 1997). Benefits to female
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grouping may be ecological in nature, such as increased predator protection (noted
above) and food distribution (Sterck and Watts 1997) or social, including calf care and
social learning (Miles and Herzing 2003, Gibson and Mann 2008b).
Long-term spotted dolphin female associations were mainly constrained within
their cluster (from 5-25 females), with low-level associations in a network of females, but
with no long-term consistent subsets of individuals. Generally bottlenose dolphin
females have this type of ‗network‘, rather than specific 2-3 individual subgroups seen
with male-male associations (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992, Connor et al. 2000a,
Rogers et al. 2004). The size of the spotted dolphin ‗network‘, however, differs from
studies of bottlenose dolphin populations where subgroups of long-term female associates
were smaller, termed ‗cliques‘ (3-6 individuals, Smolker et al. 1992) or bands (2-13
individuals,Wells 1991). A noted difference is that spotted dolphin clusters were not
exclusively females and calves groups, as both males and females of all age classes reside
within these clusters and are often seen in mixed sex groups and associations. Female
association patterns between clusters may be related to the degree of overlap among the
cluster‘s range, as seen with bottlenose dolphin female bands in Cedar Keys, FL
(Quintana-Rizzo and Wells 2001).
Through natal cluster philopatry, and supporting evidence of genetic
differentiation of spotted dolphin females between clusters (Green 2008), females within
clusters are likely more related than females between clusters. In Sarasota, bottlenose
dolphin females often returned to their natal band, indicating potentially high relatedness
within bands (Wells 1991). Natal philopatry of one sex in primates has been shown to
affect the association patterns of both males and females (Hill and Van Hooff 1994).
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Inclusive fitness theory (Hamilton, 1964) proposes that individuals may increase their
own fitness through cooperating or aiding genetic relatives. When females live together
they compete for resources (Sterck and Watts 1997). Increased relatedness between
females may reduce the cost of sharing resources, while also gaining the benefits of
receiving aid in rearing young. This may reinforce females to remain in their natal
cluster, as the costs of immigration (such as increased aggression, decreased foraging and
energetic travel costs) may be high, as seen in chimpanzees (Kahlenberg et al. 2008).
Female associations within clusters were influenced by reproductive status and
social familiarity. The strongest female bonds within clusters were between females in
the same reproductive state, similar to that seen in bottlenose dolphins (Wells et al. 1987,
Rogers et al. 2004) and this population (Herzing and Brunnick 1997). Variations in
association between females due to reproductive status may be related to the changes in
energetic needs and foraging strategies of pregnant and lactating individuals versus nonreproductively active females (Herzing and Brunnick 1997), as well as the benefits of
receiving help in rearing of young (i.e. allomaternal behavior as discussed above).
Females may develop new associations with previously unassociated females (Herzing
and Brunnick 1997), or strengthen associations with females they associated with
previously at a low level and have some social familiarity (Möller and Harcourt 2008).
Spotted dolphin females had strong associations across classes within their cluster
because they associate highly with their older speckled (both male and female) and even
mottled (female) offspring. They also associate with other females and their older
offspring, with whom they have social familiarity. It is obvious that females would have
strong associations across classes between adults (fused/mottled) and calves (two-tone),
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due to the high level associations between mothers and calves during the first few years
of the calves‘ life. Herzing and Brunnick (1997) found that associations between spotted
dolphin mothers and calves drop significantly between years three and four (when the
mother often gives birth to another calf), similar to reports of bottlenose dolphin female
life history (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992).
Consistent associations up to 11 years were documented in this study and
previously (Herzing and Brunnick 1997), indicating strong relationships through at least
three age classes of the offspring (from two-tone, speckled to mottled). Herzing and
Brunnick (1997) found that older offspring, whose mothers did not give birth to another
offspring, had high associations with their mother until she became pregnant again, up to
five years later. While the mother and offspring are closely associated, the offspring will
be exposed to and have relationships with their mothers‘ associates and their offspring.
Female associates may be daughters of their mother‘s close associate, with whom they
spent part of their infancy or juvenile period together (Wells et al. 1987, Möller and
Harcourt 2008). The sociability of Shark Bay bottlenose dolphin female calves has been
shown to mirror that of their mothers (Gibson and Mann 2008b). This parity may
translate into adulthood, continuing on the ‗network‘ of female relationships. The
formation of the Northern, Central and Southern clusters may be influenced by both
kinship and social familiarity between females, while reproductive status and social
familiarity affect the patterns of within cluster associations.
Male Associations
Male association patterns were influenced by both the sex and age of their
associate. Mean male-male COAs were consistently the strongest, and the reason why
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within sex class associations were stronger than between sex class. These patterns
intensified with age as the associations between males became stronger as they
transitioned into adulthood (mottled and fused) forming alliances. These associations
were strongest between the older fused males. This made associations within age class
significantly stronger than between age classes. Both long-term alliances and shorterterm coalitions were evident, as well as stability and changes in membership over years.
Membership was generally bound within the Northern, Central and Southern clusters;
however movement between clusters did occur.
Spotted dolphin male alliances share with Sarasota and Shark Bay bottlenose
dolphins the characteristic of long-term stability, lasting at least 12 years. The structure
of spotted dolphin male alliances, however, more closely resembles that of the Shark Bay
bottlenose dolphins with two levels of alliance formation (Connor et al. 1992a). There
were strong, long-term stable core pairs/trios with COAs 0.70 and up, similar to primary
alliances in Shark Bay (Connor et al. 1992) and pair (no trios) alliances in Sarasota
(Wells et al. 1987). Some of the trios involved an odd male out, who did not associate as
strongly with the core pair. There were larger groupings of 2-3 alliances, with lower
COAs ranging from twice the population average to 0.69 in a given pooled period and
membership across pooled years differed, similar to secondary alliances in Shark Bay
(Connor et al. 1992). These groups of alliances were generally restrained within their
respective clusters, however during one pooled period alliances 1 (Central) and 5
(Southern) were highly associated. Alliances in primates, lions and dolphins are
primarily attributed to increased access to females through herding/coercing/guarding of
females (e.g. Watts 1998, Packer et al. 1991, Connor et al. 2000a). The similar structure
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of alliances between spotted dolphins and Shark Bay bottlenose dolphins (Connor et al.
1992), two closely related species, indicates that male alliances in spotted dolphins were
important in gaining access to females.
While the majority of spotted dolphin male groupings were primarily between
two stable core pairs, one slightly larger group of males had more labile association
patterns, similar to the 14 male bottlenose dolphin superalliance of Shark Bay (Connor et
al. 1999). These individuals had varying associates over the years, involving up to seven
individuals with no clear core pairs/trios and associating highly with two other core
alliances. The superalliance in Shark Bay joined forces and competed directly with
smaller teams of stable alliances (Connor et al. 1999). These males might be unable to
compete with other alliances without help from more individuals and it may be an
alternative male strategy contrary to the stable pair/trio bonds that are the norm. Shortterm temporary coalitions have been shown to form during agonistic interactions in other
populations (e.g. Tursiops sp.: Connor et al. 1999, Lusseau 2007; primates: Goodall,
1986, Noë 1994, Silk 1999). It may be that these varied associations within this group
are a result of dolphins associating with certain individuals during particular behavioral
events (Gero et al. 2005). The adult males in this study that were not strongly paired in a
core alliance, including those in the larger grouping, may be in transition. It was shown
in Sarasota that unpaired males were not using an alternative strategy, and that these
males may be in transition between partners after their primary associate died (Owen et
al. 2002). Re-partnering after the loss of an associate has been documented in bottlenose
dolphin populations (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992, Rogers et al. 2004) and was
evident from the results of this study.
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In many species of primates, females form the stable core of the community, with
males filling a more transitory role (Hill and Van Hoof 1994). Socioecological
conditions determine female grouping and associations patterns which in turn determine
the options (regarding socio-sexual strategies, male associations/relationships and
dispersal) left for males because they compete primarily for access to fertile females (Van
Hooff and van Schaik 1994, Hill and Van Hoof 1994). This type of behavior pattern is
seen in bottlenose dolphins where males have larger ranging patterns (Smolker et al.
1992, Quintana-Rizzo and Wells 2001, Krützen et al. 2004a) which may serve as a vector
for genetic exchange (Wells 1991) and females form bands or cliques (Smolker et al.
1992, Wells 1991). Similar results were found in this study of spotted dolphins. Female
associations were tightly constrained within their clusters. Males moved between clusters
and had associations with females of other clusters, supported by genetic evidence of
paternity that indicates males siring offspring both within and across clusters (Green
2008).
Male fitness is strongly dependent on access to females and successful copulation.
Fertilizations are not easily shared and increased competition between males would be
expected, leaving less room for cooperative bonds (Van Hoof and van Schaik 1994).
However alliances/coalitions exist in many mammalian species (e.g. chimpanzees:
Goodall, 1986, baboons, Noë 1994, lions: Packer et al. 1991, bottlenose dolphins:
Smolker et al. 1992, Wells et al. 1987, spotted dolphins: this study), indicating that
cooperation provides greater inclusive fitness benefits than when acting alone (Hill and
Van Hoof 1994). Obvious fitness benefits would arise from associating with kin, but also
when working together results in higher shares of copulations than they would have had
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obtained on their own (Watts 1998), regardless of kinship. Males would receive byproduct mutualistic benefits if their chances of mating success increased and all males
within the alliance/coalition gained potential access to the female (Möller et al. 2001).
This has been reported for primates (Noë 1992, Watts 1998) and proposed for bottlenose
dolphins (Möller et al. 2001).
Variation in male philopatry has been linked to the differences in male affiliative
behavior between species and/or populations of primates (Hill and Van Hooff 1994).
Inclusive fitness theory (Hamilton 1964) proposes that individuals may increase their
own fitness through cooperating or aiding genetic relatives. Where males remain in their
natal groups, they are more likely to have kin, thus facilitating the development of male
cooperative behavior (Hill and Von Hooff 1994). Although spotted dolphin males in this
study moved across clusters, they did show natal philopatry. Long-term alliances were
between males of the same cluster, increasing the likelihood that these males could be
related.
Whether alliance members are closely related or not varies among populations. In
some studies it has been shown that alliances are more closely related than expected by
chance (e.g. chimpanzees: Goodall 1986, lions: Packer et al. 1991, bottlenose dolphins:
Parsons et al. 2003), including primary and derived secondary bottlenose dolphin
alliances in Shark Bay (Krützen et al. 2003). Other populations show this not to be the
case (chimpanzees: Mitani et al. 2000, Wilson et al. 2001; bottlenose dolphins: Connor et
al. 2000a, Möller et al. 2001), including the superalliance in Shark Bay (Krützen et al.
2003). The genetic makeup of alliance membership for this spotted dolphin population is
unknown, however the assigned paternities (Green 2008) combined with alliance
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information (see below) and the similarity of alliance formation between spotted dolphins
and T. aduncus in Shark Bay, indicate that kinship could be an important factor.
Preferential association among kin has been documented for sibling and aunt/uncle pairs
in this study population (Welsh and Herzing 2008), indicating that kinship is an important
determining factor in associations, and could be key in alliance formation.
The variation in kinship of alliances within and between taxa, however, indicates
that kinship is not a prerequisite for affiliative and/or alliance formation in males (Hill
and Van Hooff 1994). Other factors will also influence associations, such as age and
access to females. In bottlenose dolphins, age has been shown to be a strong influence on
alliance formation (Wells et al. 1987, Wells 1991, Owen et al. 2002). The minimum age
difference between consecutive maternal brothers is 2-3 years for bottlenose (Connor et
al. 2000a) and spotted dolphins (Herzing and Brunnick 1997). Mean age difference may
then be even greater, resulting in physical maturity differences between brothers (and
possibly different age classes), which may inhibit the benefits of alliance formation
between related individuals in some cases (Möller et al. 2001).
Spotted dolphin male alliances were primarily comprised of males in the same age
class. Alliance members were associated at weak COA levels during juvenile years, and
the majority of spotted dolphin males that were not part of any alliance were juveniles
(speckled, ages 4-7). COAs strengthened as they entered adulthood, beginning in the
mottled age class of eight years and older. The majority of alliance pairs involved males
of the same age class with strong adult male-male mean COAs consistently highest in
fused-fused and mottled-mottled associations across pooled years. The tightest and
strongest primary alliances were between fused males aged 15 and up. This is very
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similar to bottlenose dolphins in Sarasota. There the minimum age for pair formation
was seven years old, were most male pair bonds formed in their early teens. As males
increase in age (15-20 plus years), so does the probability that the male was currently
paired, or has had a partner in the past (Owen et al. 2002). Males became more restricted
in their associations with other males of the same age class after the onset of sexual
maturity (Wells et al. 1987). The bonds between males apparently grow from
relationships developed in subadult groups or earlier (Wells 1991), where more affiliative
associations between juveniles may indicate the early stages of alliance formation (Gero
et al. 2005) and unpaired males may be too young to have yet formed a strong pair bond
(Owen et al. 2002).
More spotted dolphin males had mixed-sex associations than females (including
associations across clusters), males formed alliances and coalitions, indicating that males
were actively seeking out female associates. Mating opportunities are the primary
resource affecting male fitness, thus the density of females, operational sex ratio and
encounter rate with females will have strong affects on the formation and size of alliances
(Whitehead and Connor 2005). Coalitional mate guarding, previously unknown in
chimpanzees, was found to develop when the groups had too many males for single
males to maintain exclusive access to estrous females (Watts 1998). Even top ranking
males formed coalitions (normally only low to mid ranking formed coalitions) and
tolerated each other‘s mating activities. This is similar to bottlenose dolphins where each
member of the alliance typically copulated with the consorted female (Connor et
al.1992).
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It has not been observed that spotted dolphin males herd/coerce females into
consortships and attack other alliances over females in the same obvious manner that
occurs in Shark Bay (Connor et al. 2000a), or mate guarding in chimpanzees (Watts
1998), however spotted dolphin male alliances/coalitions often monopolize females
(Herzing and Johnson 1997). Monopolization of spotted dolphin females may be
occurring with more subtle behaviors that serve the same purpose as active consortships.
Past interactions may play a role in how dominant an individual is perceived by another
conspecific. Interactions between female baboons can be influenced by other interactions
that they have seen or heard, but in which they were not directly involved (Cheney and
Seyfarth, 1999). This indicates that females may know the rank or strength of a given
male alliance through past intra and interspecies interactions. Female behavior (to go
along or actively try and get away) may be dictated by these past interactions such that
less obvious behavior is needed from the males to keep the female in line.
Spotted dolphin mixed-sex associations were not consistent within a given
alliance (i.e. COA values for each member of the alliance with a female were not the
same, indicating they are not always together when with females). It may be that
alliances are together with females only during particular times (i.e. when she is in
estrous), or during particular behavioral events like courtship. Conceptions most likely
occur during early spring and late fall, based on a 12 month gestation and peak calving
season during these times (Herzing, 1997). Association levels may increase between
male alliances and females during these receptive periods and decrease in others.
However in bottlenose dolphins, increased associations during non receptive periods have
also been documented. Bottlenose dolphin males often herd females during
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nonconceptive cycles and maintain consortships for longer than a one week period which
corresponds to rising estrogen levels documented in captivity (Connor et al. 2000a).
Females may mate with many males during nonconceptive cycles to confuse paternity
and males may invest earlier in a female to avoid being preempted by other alliances
(Connor et al. 2000a). Although the results presented here preclude any definite
conclusions about the reasons why associations varied between alliance members and
females, a genetic study supports the importance of male alliances and successful
reproduction. Of seven males assigned paternity (and 10 calves), BigGash and Romeo (a
long-term primary alliance), each had two calves and two males (siring three calves) were
in primary alliances. The final three males were within the larger more labile alliance.
All paternities were assigned to adult fused males (15+ years old). These results are
similar to Shark Bay, where reproductive success was significantly skewed toward
members of primary alliances (Krützen et al. 2004b).
Transitions of both individual members (into another alliance) and entire alliances
into different clusters were evident in this spotted dolphin population. The movement of
Stubby, a Central fused male, to a core pair in a Southern alliance is unusual because repairings usually occur after the death/disappearance of a member of the alliance (Wells et
al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). The movement of an entire Northern alliance (two fused
and one mottled) to the Central cluster is equally unusual because most associations for
both sexes remained within the respective clusters and only one alliance-association
across cluster was observed during one pooled period. These movements may be the
result of new associations that occurred due to the larger ranging patterns that are
generally attributed to males. Movement of male spotted dolphins across clusters
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resulting in reproductive success has been documented (Green 2008). Males may be
inclined to visit other clusters, and sometimes remain in them to avoid inbreeding,
increase access to females and be a vector for genetic exchange between clusters (Wells
1991).
Access to females may not be the only reason for spotted dolphin male alliances.
In chimpanzees, cooperation in male coalitions during intergroup conflict encounters
(aggressive) depended on favorable numerical asymmetries, and the fact that there was a
low probability of success when alone (Wilson et al. 2001). The fighting ability of
individuals has been shown to be a primary factor in alliance membership of baboons
(Noë 1994). These factors may also influence spotted dolphin alliance formation during
interspecies interactions. Spotted dolphins in this population are sympatric with
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) and spend 15% of their time together (Herzing
and Johnson 1997). In many instances during aggressive interspecies interactions,
coalitional male behavior by the spotted dolphins was critical in determining the
outcome, with six spotted dolphins needed to chase away one bottlenose dolphin
(Herzing and Johnson 1997). Spotted dolphin group sizes were larger than for bottlenose
dolphins, with most male spotted dolphins regularly re-sighted during interspecies
encounters (Chapter 4). This is similar to a community of chimpanzees were all males
within a community were allies in aggressive competitions with males of neighboring
communities (see Watts 1998). Spotted dolphin male alliances were prevalent during
these encounters, in contrast with the lack of bottlenose dolphin alliances during the same
events (Chapter 4). The larger numbers and possible increased fighting ability of
secondary alliances for spotted dolphins may be important during aggressive interactions
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between the species. The function of these interactions is not fully understood, but
alliance behavior may serve to ward off and intercept any matings between the species
(Herzing and Johnson 1997).
Conclusion
Aspects of bottlenose dolphin social organization are somewhat uniform across
populations (Quintana-Rizzo and Well 2001), and this study shows that these patterns are
also evident in this population of Atlantic spotted dolphins. Mating strategies and sex are
the primary factors shaping social structure. Reproductive status, calf care and social
familiarity strongly influence female associations, whereas age, access to females and
alliance formation strongly affect male associations. This population of spotted dolphins,
like many bottlenose dolphin populations, has long-term affiliations that are generally
correlated with age, gender, reproductive status and kinship (Wells et al. 1999). Future
work should focus on defining the function of male alliances more definitively through
behavioral analysis and research on the ranging patterns of both males and females.
Combining association data with behavioral and ranging analysis will help illuminate the
function of both female networks and male alliances.
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77

# days at sea
73
74
82
87
78
92
81
96
100
103
80
92

# Sp encounters
50
61
107
97
91
109
63
78
110
137
97
93

# days with Sp encounters
34
34
50
56
45
55
39
46
63
77
59
52

Table 2.1. Field effort for 1991 – 2002 for spotted dolphins (Sp).

Season
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991

Total hours
895
771.5
956
1010.25
916
1026.25
834.5
1004
1093.25
1154
943.75
1075

% hours underway (anchored)
54.0 (46.0)
59.2 (40.8)
44.8 (55.2)
38.6 (61.4)
27.5 (72.5)
28.5 (71.5)
33.3 (66.7)
41.4 (58.6)
38.9 (61.1)
44.0 (59.0)
43.0 (57.0)
39.0 (61.0)

Males
Females
Total

91-93
22.3
31.7
22.7

94-96
17.8
18.7
18.2

97-99
13.9
16.9
15.4

00-02
11.1
15.2
13.4

All years
30.9
37.7
33.7

Table 2.2. Re-sighting rates for males, female and overall for each pooled period and all
years combined. Bold indicates females had highest average re-sighting rate.

78

79

Degrees of
Freedom
7
1
7
1256
1272

Sums of
Squares
1761.398
1000.453
627.549
63108.332
180164

Mean
squares
251.628
1000.543
89.65
50.245

F-Statistic
5.008
19.911
1.784

P-value
P<0.001
P<0.001
P>0.08

Table 2.3. ANOVA showed group sizes were significantly different (bold) for presence
of calves and behavior but no significant interaction for calves/behavior. Tukey test
showed that social behavior groups were significantly larger (p<0.05).

Sources of Variance
Behavior
Calf presence
Behavior * Calf
Error
Total

80

287
230
232
190

1991-1993

1994-1996

1997-1999

2000-2002

79

77

87

58

No.
Individuals

35

36

44

28

M

44

41

43

30

F

0.12 + (0.13)

0.11 + (0.12)

0.11 + (0.12)

0.09 + (0.09)

Mean COA + (SD)

p<.001

p<.001

p<.001

p<.001

p-value

0.89 + (0.15)

0.88 + (0.13)

1.01 + (0.09)

1.27 + (0.08)

S + (SE)

115.90

118.40

174.80

132.80

H

0.74 + (0.02)

0.74 + (0.02)

0.82 + (0.02)

0.89 + (0.01)

CC + (SE)

91.90

90.90

178.30

213.80

S2 x H

Table 2.4. Number of groups, individuals, mean COA, p-value for permutation tests and test statistics for
power and precision of social structure analysis. M=males, F=females. S=Social differentiation with
standard error (SE). S > .5 = well differentiated society, CC=Correlation coefficient with standard error
(SE). CC = .4 COA matrix is somewhat representative, CC = .8 COA matrix is a good representation, and
S2 x H > 5, good ability to reject the null hypothesis of no preferred companions.

No.
Groups

Year

81

66.40%
69.30%
67.50%
64.90%

1991-1993

1994-1996

1997-1999

2000-2002

91.20%

94.40%

94.70%

96.30%

Low

8.50%

5.40%

5.10%

3.60%

Moderate

0.30%

0.20%

0.20%

0.10%

High

24.20%

20.90%

20.60%

23.70%

> Twice mean

51.20%

49.30%

51.00%

48.80%

Same sex

48.80%

50.70%

49.00%

51.20%

Mix sex

36.00%

39.00%

34.60%

34.30%

Same age class

64.00%

61.00%

65.40%

65.70%

Mix age class

Table 2.5. The percentage of observed associations, low, moderate, high, greater than twice the mean, sex and age class
breakdown for all pooled periods.

Observed

Year
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Mean COA (SD)
0.09 (0.09)
0.11 (0.12)
0.11 (0.12)
0.12 (0.13)

MM (SD)
0.12 (0.04)
0.16 (0.05)
0.19 (0.06)
0.23 (0.09)

MF (SD)
0.08 (0.04)
0.09 (0.04)
0.09 (0.04)
0.10 (0.04)

FF (SD)
0.08 (0.03)
0.10 (0.03)
0.09 (0.02)
0.09 (0.03)

Mantel test
p<0.003
p<0.001
p<0.001
p<0.001

Table 2.6. Male-male (MM), mixed-sex (MF) and female female (FF) mean COA and mantel test
for within versus between sex class. Bold indicates largest COA and significant Mantel test.

Year
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2002
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Fus-Fus
0.09 (0.04)
0.12 (0.04)
0.15 (0.06)
0.15 (0.07)

Fus-Mott
0.08 (0.06)
0.10 (0.05)
0.12 (0.04)
0.13 (0.07)

Fus-Spec
0.07 (0.04)
0.08 (0.03)
0.09 (0.03)
0.10 (0.04)

Mott-Mott
0.11 (0.05)
0.17 (0.08)
0.11 (0.06)
0.14 (0.06)

Mott-Spec
0.11 (0.05)
0.12 (0.03)
0.09 (0.04)
0.11 (0.04)

Spec-Spec
0.11(0.05)
0.13 (0.04)
0.10 (0.03)
0.13 (0.04)

Mantel test
p<0.007
p<0.001
p<0.002
p<0.001

Table 2.7. COAs (SD) for each age class combination: fused-fused, fused-mottled, fusedspeckled, mottled-mottled, mottled-speckled, speckled-speckled and Mantel test for within versus
between age classes. Bold numbers indicate higher COAs and significant Mantel tests, indicating
higher COAs within rather than between age classes.

Year
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2002
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p<0.003

0.05 (0.04)

0.09 (0.03)
p<0.001

FF
Mantel

0.10 (0.04)

0.07 (0.03)
p<0.002

FF
Mantel

p<0.02

0.10 (0.07)

0.11 (0.07)

MF

0.40 (0.07)

0.28 (0.09)

MM

p=0.16

0.10 (0.06)

0.10 (0.04)

0.16 (0.07)

MF

p<0.001

Mantel

0.11 (0.04)

0.30 (0.04)

0.09 (0.03)

FF

0.13 (0.06)

0.24 (0.10)

MM

0.08 (0.03)

p<0.02

0.10 (0.02)

0.09 (0.05)

0.18 (0.07)

Mott-Mott (SD)

p=0.18

0.14 (0.05)

0.13 (0.04)

0.14 (0.04)

p<0.05

0.10 (0.03)

0.09 (0.04)

0.15 (0.06)

p<0.03

0.12 (0.03)

0.11 (0.06)

0.20 (0.07)

p=0.17

0.07 (0.04)

0.11 (0.07)

0.15 (0.06)

Spec-Spec (SD)

0.10 (0.05)

/

0.27 (0.12)

0.09 (0.04)

/

0.23 (0.09)

0.11(0.03)

/

0.23 (0.08)

0.07 (0.03)

/

0.19 (0.07)

Within age class

0.09 (0.03)

/

0.20 (0.08)

0.08 (0.03)

/

0.15 (0.06)

0.09 (0.03)

/

0.13 (0.05)

0.08 (0.04)

/

0.10 (0.05)

Between age class

Table 2.8. COA values and mantel tests for sex and age class combinations. Bold indicates
significantly high COAs and significant Mantel test results.

2000-2002

1997-1999

0.23 (0.06)

p<0.004

Mantel
MF

0.06 (0.03)

FF
MM

0.06 (0.03)

MF

1994-1996

0.24 (0.06)

MM

1991-1993

Fus-Fus (SD)

Sex class

Year

p=0.06

p<0.02

p=0.07

/

p<0.001

p=0.08

/

p<0.001

p=0.84

/

p<0.001

Mantel
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Figure 2.1. Discovery curve for 1991-2002. The majority of new
individuals into the population are from new births, not immigration.
Absence of new individuals in 1996-1998 and a large influx in 1999
than average may be due to a change in protocol by WDP, where the
boat anchored more often those years.

1991

Discovery Curve

2002

Figure 2.2. Representative multidimensional scaling plot from 1994-1996,
showing three social clusters. Individuals not encircled are of the Central social
cluster. MD scaling was produced using 200 iterations, in six dimensions with a
stress of 0.087.
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Figure 2.3. 1991-1993 sociogram of male associations of 0.45 and higher. Thicker
lines indicate stronger associations. Arrows indicate social cluster. Letters in
parentheses indicate age class F=fused, M=mottled, S=speckled. Number in
parentheses indicates alliance number. * indicate alliance pairs/trios with COA 0.70 and
above.
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Figure 2.4. 1994-1996 sociogram of male associations of 0.45 and higher. Thicker
lines indicate stronger associations. Arrows indicate social cluster, small arrow
indicates individual of another cluster in alliance. Letters in parentheses indicate age
class F=fused, M=mottled, S=speckled. Number in parentheses indicates alliance
number. * indicate alliance pairs/trios with COA 0.70 and above. If two pairs are
present, one is indicated by *, the other by **.
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Figure 2.5. 1997-1999 sociogram of male associations of 0.45 and higher. Thicker lines
indicate stronger associations. Arrows indicate social cluster, small arrow indicates
individual of another cluster in alliance. Letters in parentheses indicate age class
F=fused, M=mottled, S=speckled. Number in parentheses indicates alliance number,
* indicate alliance pairs/trios with COA 0.70 and above. If two pairs are present, one is
indicated by *, the other by **.
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Figure 2.6. 2000-2002 sociogram of male associations of 0.45 and higher. Thicker
lines indicate stronger associations. Arrows indicate social cluster, small arrow
indicates individual of another cluster in alliance. Letters in parentheses indicate age
class F=fused, M=mottled, S=speckled. Number in parentheses indicates alliance
number. * indicate alliance pairs/trios with COA 0.70 and above.
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Figure 2.7. 2000-2002 sociogram for females with COA 0.20 or greater. This is
representative for each pooled period. Thicker lines indicate stronger associations.
Letters by names indicate group membership: N –Northern, C –Central, S –Southern.
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Chapter 3
Stability of Atlantic spotted dolphins, Stenella frontalis, social structure
after two major hurricanes

Introduction
Demographic changes, including community size and composition, can affect the
social organization of a species (Lehmann and Boesch 2004). The loss of a single
individual in a community or population has been shown to alter behavior, associations
and group/community structure (marmosets: Lazaro-Perea et al. 2000, bottlenose
dolphins: Lusseau and Newman 2004). Likewise, the loss of many individuals can also
greatly affect the associations and social structure of the population (chimpanzees:
Lehmann and Boesch 2004, bottlenose dolphins: Chapter 1).
Spotted dolphins association patterns are similar to those of bottlenose dolphins
and chimpanzees (Chapter 2), where membership in groups is continually changing
(Connor et al. 2000a). Associations may involve many age and sex combinations of
individuals, but long-term affiliations are generally correlated with age, gender,
reproductive status and kinship (Wells et al. 1999), including female networks and male
alliances. Although these patterns are similar across many bottlenose dolphin
populations in different habitats (Quintana-Rizzo and Wells, 2001), as well as spotted
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dolphins (Chapter 2), some extreme ecological constraints may be important factors
shaping social interactions in cetaceans (Lusseau et al. 2003, Karczmarski et al. 2005).
Changes and/or reduction of habitat can cause severe changes in behavior and patterns of
intra/interspecies breeding (Strier 2002).
Ecological variations are not the only reason for alteration in social structure to
occur. Demographic changes can alter social structure through a decrease in community
size or immigration/emigration. In chimpanzees a decrease in community size led to
increased party cohesion and enhanced cohesiveness between the sexes (Lehmann and
Boesch, 2004), similar to association patterns seen in dolphin populations inhabiting
geographically isolated areas (Lusseau et al. 2003, Karczmarski et al. 2005). Bottlenose
dolphins in the Bahamas lost approximately 30% of their resident individuals, with an
influx of almost the same number of immigrants after two major hurricanes impacted the
area. This resulted in a split of the community into 2 units, which were distinct and more
homogenous in nature (Chapter 1). It is evident that demographic and/or environmental
factors can help shape the social structure of a given population and how a population
adjusts to these changes may depend on the species, habitat and social structure.
This study reports on a large loss of individuals from a small resident, stable
population of Atlantic spotted dolphins and the subsequent effects on their social
structure. This population has been studied since 1985 (Herzing, 1997, Herzing and
Brunnick, 1997). Long-term association patterns revealed a society remarkably similar to
well studied coastal bottlenose dolphins, including female networks, male alliances and
no long-term associations between sexes (Chapter 2). This population lives in three
social clusters that overlap ranges and mixed-cluster groups are not uncommon, with
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associations stronger within clusters than between (Welsh 2007, Chapter 2). In 2004 this
population was impacted by two major hurricanes in three weeks. An unprecedented
36% of regularly seen residents of the population were lost and have not been re-sighted.
Contrary to the sympatric bottlenose dolphins in this study area (Chapter 1), there was no
influx of immigrants during the study period. Thus this population has effectively had a
decrease in community size, either through mass mortality, displacement, or another
correlated but unknown event. The goal of this study was to quantitatively describe the
differences in social structure of this resident, long-term stable population before and
after this loss of individuals likely resulting from the hurricanes in 2004.
Methods
Study Area and Hurricane History
The study area and hurricane history are as described in Chapter 1.
Data Collection
Data was collected from 2002-2007 on Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella
frontalis) in the same manner as described in Chapter 2. However, as of 2005,
researchers used Sony Cybershot 5.1MP digital cameras in underwater housings for
documenting identifications and behavior. Photographs were downloaded onto a laptop
computer and viewed using Adobe Photoshop. The video for these years was a Sony
PC110 digital camera in an underwater housing with omni-directional hydrophone.
Rough weather (strong winds, seas and storms) in those years made it difficult for
offshore field work and restricted the ability to get into the field, and/or collect data on
certain days.
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Data Analysis
The Wild Dolphin Project (WDP) has collected data on this habituated population
of dolphins since 1985 (Chapter 2). Group size was analyzed for differences due to
presence of calves, pre and post hurricanes and behavior with ANOVA and Tukey tests
using SPSS 16 software. A group was defined as all dolphins in sight, moving in the
same direction and usually involved in the same activity (e.g., group or pod Shane 1990).
Behavior was defined as forage, travel, social, forage/travel, social/travel and
social/forage/travel.
Coefficients of association (COAs) were determined using the half-weight index
(HWI) as described in Chapter 1. Determining the power and precision (Whitehead,
2008) of the calculated COA matrix can aid in determining how accurate your data is and
which dataset (annual or pooled data) is more representative (Chapter 1). Both annual
data (COAs calculated each year, 2002-2007) and pooled data (COAs calculated for
pooled years before (2002-2004) and after (2005-2007) the hurricanes) were analyzed.
SOCPROG 2.3 (Whitehead, 2006) was used to calculate annual and pooled COAs
as described in Chapter 1. Groups where more than 50% of individuals were identified
were included in the analysis. Calves were not included because their associations are
dependent on their mothers‘. Annual COAs (2002-2007) were calculated for non-calf
individuals of known sex sighted three or more times within that year. Pooled COAs
were calculated for non-calf individuals of known sex sighted six or more times per
pooled period. If an individual changed class within the pooled period, they were
classified as the class that they were two out of the three years. Observed associations
were defined as all non-zero COAs. Categories for COAs were low <0.39, moderate
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0.40-0.79 and high >0.80 (Rogers et al. 2004, Chapter 2). Strong associations (which
included moderate and high COAs) were defined as being greater than twice the average
COA of the population (Gero et al. 2005, Whitehead 2008a).
SOCPROG was used to conduct permutation tests to determine if associations
were non-random. The ―permute all groups‖ test was chosen for the annual analysis, and
the ―permute groups within samples‖ test was used for the pooled datasets (as described
in Chapter 1). Permutation tests were set at 10,000 permutations, with 100 flips per
permutation (Chapter 1). If associations were found to be non-random, Mantel tests were
conducted to examine whether differences in association occur between classes (e.g., sex
and age classes).
The power and precision of the COA analysis was determined by SOCPROG by
calculating the social differentiation (S), S2 x H, and the correlation coefficient (CC) as
described in Chapter 1. All of these test statistics were calculated for each data set
(annual and pooled) to reveal if the amount of data used was sufficient, determine the
power and precision of the analysis and which data set(s) was more representative for use
in further analyses. Cluster definition (Chapter 2) was confirmed using cluster analysis
and multidimensional scaling as described in Chapter 1. The social clusters (Southern,
Central and Northern) have been shown to be all part of one community (Welsh 2007,
Chapter 2); therefore all individuals were analyzed together for COA analysis.
RESULTS
Re-sighting
In 393 days at sea between 2002 and 2007, there were 173 days with encounters,
with a total of 251 encounters (Table 3.1). A total of 89 individuals were identified and
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sex was determined for 96% of the population. There were 43 females, 42 males and 4 of
unknown sex. Fifty-six individuals (63%) were sighted in every year of this study that
was possible for that individual. Twelve individuals (13%) had one year missing, eight
(9%) had two years missing and six (7%) had more than 3 years missing. Only seven
individuals (8%) were seen only once (these include calves that did not survive the first
year). Two individuals of the southern cluster who had not been seen since 1996 (a
speckled and fused) were re-sighted once each in 2006 (both fused now).
Before the hurricanes an average of 103 individuals were identified per year.
After the hurricanes, this number dropped dramatically to 67.7 individuals (Figure 3.1).
Thirty-six regularly seen individuals (16 females and 20 males) disappeared and have not
been re-sighted. Losses were fairly consistent over age classes: nine two-tones, 11
speckled, six mottled, and 10 fused individuals. However the percentage loss per age
class decreased with age: 50% of two tones, 44% of speckled, 35% of mottled and 26%
of fused individuals. Of these missing individuals, 30 had been seen every year since
they were first identified, some since 1985. It is unprecedented for these individuals to
not be sighted for three years at a time, indicating these dolphins have been lost to the
population, either through emigration or death. Despite the loss of roughly 36% of the
population, immigration has remained low, with an average of 2.3 pre-hurricane to two
individuals per year post-hurricane (Figure 3.1). Pre-hurricane, females were re-sighted
more than males, however re-sightings were almost equal for males and females posthurricane (Table 3.2).
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Group size
There were 251 sightings and group size ranged from one to 56, x = 10.9 + 8.9.
The majority (67.7%) included 11 or fewer individuals. Table 3.3 shows the ANOVA
results. Groups were significantly larger with calves (n=143, x = 14.3 + 9.9) than
without calves (n=108, x = 6.4 + 4.6). There was no difference between behaviors,
pre/post hurricane and there was no significant interaction between calf presence,
behavior and pre/post hurricane (Table 3.3).
Pre and Post Hurricane associations
The total number of non-calf individuals, males and females for each data set are
given in Table 3.4. In the pre-hurricane analysis there were 22 speckled, 16 mottled and
36 fused individuals. In the post-hurricane data there were 16 speckled, six mottled and
25 fused. For both annual and pooled data sets, permutation tests revealed non-random
associations, indicating preferred and/or avoided companions (Table 3.4). The pooled
data were the best representation of the true social system with the highest social
differentiation (S) and correlation coefficient (Table 3.4). The social differentiation was
very high in 2002-2004 and much lower in post-hurricane years. In the post-hurricane
annual analysis, S is negligible for two years and low in the third. This may be indicative
of a restructuring of the population following the loss of individuals from the hurricanes.
The results show that the pooled data are the most representative of the true social system
and thus pooled data was used in all subsequent analyses.
The percentage of observed associations greatly increased in the post-hurricane
years (Table 3.7), as well as the mean association for the population (Table 3.5). Prehurricane associations within age class were significantly higher within than between age
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class, however they were not significantly different post-hurricane (Table 3.6). These
results indicate a more closely associated community than pre-hurricane. The
distribution between low, moderate and high associations and within sex-class, however,
remained similar across both time frames (Table 3.7). There were fewer strong
associations (greater than twice the mean) post-hurricane, due to the higher overall mean.
However in both datasets, these associations were more prevalent in same sex pairs than
mixed sex pairs, especially for male-male COAs (Table 3.8).
Associations within sex class were significantly higher than between sex class for
both data sets. Male-male COAs were much higher than the overall mean, whereas
mixed sex and female-female were below the overall mean (Table 3.5). However this
differed when broken down by age class. In pre-hurricane years the fused and mottled
male-male associations were higher, but for speckled the female associations were
highest. In the post-hurricane years, the fused and mottled male-male associations were
strongest, but speckled associations showed no significant difference (Table 3.9).
Multidimensional scaling (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) and Hierarchical agglomerative
cluster analysis (Figures 3.6 and 3.7) showed one community with three social clusters,
Southern, Northern and Central consistent for both pre and post-hurricane years. Mantel
tests (p<0.001) revealed stronger associations within clusters (pre-hurricane COA=0.25,
post-hurricane COA=0.35) than between clusters (pre-hurricane COA=0.07, posthurricane COA=0.14) for both pooled periods.
The average COA of female-female associations was below the mean for the
population for both pre and post-hurricane. These associations were limited within their
social clusters, generally associating with most other females in their cluster. There were
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few strong associations across clusters both pre and post-hurricanes. The two highest
female-female COAs both pre and post-hurricanes were between mothers and their
speckled offspring. Every female pre-hurricane and 19 of 24 females post-hurricane had
at least one COA that was more than twice the population average involving all age class
combinations. Many of these pairs include older offspring associating highly with their
mothers, as well as with their mother‘s associates and older offspring. For both pooled
periods, the majority of the females with strong female-female associations were
reproductively active. Many of the young speckled with strong female-female
associations had mothers in this category of COAs that were pregnant or had a new calf.
One pair with the COA of 0.97 (pre) and 0.91 (post) was a fused mother with her 9-year
old speckled daughter. There was also one other pair in the post-hurricane data that was a
fused mother and mottled offspring (who recently had a calf), with a COA of 0.67. This
indicates that after weaning, even into adulthood, strong associations between mother and
offspring continue.
Male-male mean COA was higher than the population average for both pre and
post-hurricane. A sociogram of male-male strong associations for pre -hurricane years is
shown in Figure 3.2 and show similar patterns to previous long term work (Chapter 2).
The base COA of 0.50 was chosen as this was over twice the male-male COA average,
indicating these were very strong associations. The majority and strongest of the
associations involve fused and mottled males. Alliances were made up of pairs/trios and
some alliances had strong associations with other alliances. BigGash-Romeo (2) and
Punchy-Bigwave (1) are long-term alliances since 1991. Horseshoe-Stubby (5) have been
part of a trio with Whitespot since 1997, and became the primary pair in 2000. This
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Southern alliance had many strong associations with Central males and alliances, and
were on the edge between the Southern and Central clusters (Figures 3.2 and 3.4).
Alliance 4, which was made up of Southern and Central individuals, (Flashy and EverestCentral, KP- Southern) associated highly with Horseshoe-Stubby and another young
Southern male Finicky. Liney-Duet was part of trio (since 1994) with Slice, who was
lost after 2002. This pair was a Northern alliance that started associating highly with
Central males in 2000 and are now fully considered a Central alliance, now associating
with some of the males from the larger labile alliance 3. Knuckles-Rivet have long-term
associations in the larger, more labile alliance 3, but since 2000 have been a primary pair.
A sociogram of male-male strong associations for post -hurricane years is shown
in Figure 3.3, and shows a more simplified association pattern than pre-hurricane and
previous work (Chapter 2). The base COA for this sociogram (0.65) was higher than any
previous because the mean male-male COA was also much higher than previous years.
Contrary to pre-hurricane data, there was only one strong association between alliances
(Stubby-Horseshoe and Romeo-BigGash). However, this association is not clear on the
sociogram because Romeo of the pair Romeo-BigGash was not seen enough under the
data restrictions to be included. However Romeo was seen with BigGash in four out of
six encounters (68%), indicating they are still a primary core. Thus there is a link
between this alliance (2) and alliance 5. These, with Rivet and Knuckles (who continued
their primary core status) were the only long-term alliances that survived the hurricanes.
Liney (alliance 9) lost his partner Duet after the hurricanes and began another primary
pair with Navel (from the more labile alliance), a lesser associate since 2000, along with
the odd male Poindexter. Scqew and Mystery formed a new primary pair alliance,
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neither one being in a previous alliance. Brulee-Mohawk is also a new primary pair.
Mohawk was associating with other males from the labile alliance previously, but Brulee
was speckled at the time. The final primary alliances are very unusual as they are all
speckled males, Kai-Lhasa-Linus, and Picasso-Sunami. Associations this strong between
speckled individuals were not seen in previous years. Some alliances persisted, however
new ones emerged and overall pattern was simpler, with few strong associations between
alliances.
Mixed sex mean COA was less than the population average and close to the
female-female mean COA. All but three males and four females pre-hurricane had strong
mixed sex associations and involved every age class combination. The vast majority of
associations were within social clusters, the few that were cross cluster involved Central
males with Northern and Southern females. The two highest pre-hurricane COAs were
between mothers and speckled offspring. The Southern/Central alliance StubbyHorseshoe only associated highly with Southern females. The majority of primary pairs
did not have equal strong COAs with females, indicating they were not always together
when with females. In some of the pairs, only one male had strong associations with
females. The majority of the females involved in mixed-sex strong association were
reproductively active (pregnant, with a calf or both). Of those that were not, only four
were of age to be reproductively active.
In the post-hurricane analysis, only 15 of 23 males, and 14 of 24 females had
strong mixed sex COAs. The majority of these were between same age class pairs and all
but one (a Central male with Northern female) were within their respective clusters. Two
of the three highest post-hurricane were between mothers and their speckled offspring.
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Similar to pre-hurricane, the majority of alliance pairs did not have equal strong COAs
with females and in some pairs only one of the males had strong associations with
females. The other high post-hurricane COA was between two related speckled
individuals (uncle and niece). The majority of the females involved in mixed sex strong
associations were reproductively active. Of those that were not, only one female was of
age to be reproductively active.
Discussion
Despite large changes in demography, the majority of social structure
characteristics of this community differed little from long-term analysis (Chapter 1),
including definitive social clusters, sex preferences and overall association patterns. This
is contrary to what has been described for other species, where demographic changes
resulted in altered behavior and social structure/grouping (bottlenose dolphins: Chapter 1,
Lusseau and Newman 2004; marmosets: Lazaro-Parea et al. 2000; chimpanzees:
Lehmann and Boesch 2004). Some more subtle changes in spotted dolphin social
structure were observed after the hurricanes. There was lower social differentiation,
younger age of alliance membership and increased overall cohesion within clusters and
across age class. This shows that responses to demographic upheaval differ between
species, and range from subtle to drastic changes in social structure as the species adapt
to the new conditions.
One of the most striking results is that despite losing many individuals and an
overall decrease in community size, the Northern, Central and Southern clusters remained
discrete and group size remained the same, even though social differentiation within them
decreased. Small communities of both dolphins and primates, whether resulting from
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demographic changes or isolated populations, have been documented to have less
fission/fusion dynamics, increased group sizes, strong associations across sex class and
increased cohesiveness (Lusseau et al. 2003, Lehmann and Boesch 2004). Smaller social
groups may then be more accepting of outside individuals (such as immigrants or
individuals from another cluster) which would facilitate recruitment of individuals
(Schaffner and French 1997). Therefore it might be expected that the clusters would
increase their cohesiveness and combine together for normal social and behavioral
functions (such as foraging, mating, play, and calf care), however the results show this
not to be the case. The lack of increased number of associations between clusters
indicates that the clusters are an integral part of the community structure for this
population. The amount of cross over between clusters is enough for the social and
behavioral needs of the individuals and community as a whole, despite the loss of
individuals from each cluster.
There was no increased cohesion between the clusters, however there was
increased cohesiveness of the associations within clusters and age class overall. After the
hurricanes there were fewer individuals to interact with and associations between the
remaining members of the clusters became stronger and more prevalent as a result. The
dolphins began associating with all individuals within their cluster (some of which they
did not associate with previously), and a few outside their cluster, more than they had
during the pre-hurricane years. Past research on associations from 1991 -2002 shows
observed association percentages similar to pre-hurricane years (Chapter 2), indicating a
significant change post-hurricane. Similarly, the mean COA for the population posthurricane was almost twice that of pre-hurricane years, and more than double previous
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long-term work (Chapter 2). Social differentiation post-hurricane was much lower, by
almost half, which may denote a less stratified or complex, society. Together these
results indicate more tight-knit clusters than had been seen previously, as far back as
1991.
Bottlenose dolphins that are sympatric with these spotted dolphins also went
through a demographic upheaval, with approximately 30% of the population were lost
from the population. However, contrary to the spotted dolphins, an almost equal number
of immigrants moved in. This previously stable community split into two more
homogenous units. The number of associations within each unit was much higher than
previously seen since 1993 (Chapter 1), which is similar to the percentage of observed
associations in the clusters of the spotted dolphins post-hurricane. It seems that the loss
of individuals, regardless of the presence or absence of immigrants, will influence the
surviving individuals to associate more with the other surviving members of their unit or
cluster.
Other studies documented entire dolphin communities that showed strong mean
associations and tight-knit grouping, rather than clusters within one community
(bottlenose dolphin: Lusseau et al. 2003, spinner dolphin: Karczmarski et al. 2005). The
main difference between these populations and the spotted dolphin population is the
extreme habitats they live in. Fjords (Lusseau et al. 2003) and atolls (Karczmarski et al.
2005) provide geographic isolation from other communities which favors the stable
social organization observed. Geographic isolation, however, cannot explain why the
spotted dolphin association patterns became more cohesive within clusters. Demographic
changes have also been shown to alter community structure in similar ways. In
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chimpanzees, a reduction in community size similarly altered social organization.
Individuals of the community spent more time with all other members as community size
decreased (Lehmann and Boesch 2004). This behavior can be attributed to the lack of
choices in associates. With fewer individuals, the choices in association are reduced and
basic behavioral needs and day to day activities, such as foraging, travel, play, mating
and other social interactions are still required for survival. Benefits of group living
include reduced predation, increased access to resources (food and/or mates) and
cooperation (see Lehmann and Boesch 2004). Thus it would be advantageous to
associate with others in the community (or cluster), even if they had not associated with
them highly before.
One of the most interesting differences between the spotted dolphin community
and the similarly demographically altered chimpanzee community is that strong and/or
long-lasting mixed sex associations were predominant in the latter, but not in the spotted
dolphins. Generally strongest and/or long-term associations are between members of the
same sex (Wells et al. 1987, Connor et al. 2000a, Rogers et al. 2004, Chapter 1, Chapter
2). These sex preferences also remained evident post-hurricane in the sympatric
bottlenose dolphins, and may have been the driving force for the changes in social
structure that emerged because acceptance of immigrants differed between the sexes
(Chapter 1). Despite the loss of individuals and decreasing community size, sex
preferences still strongly influenced association patterns in this spotted dolphin
community, further supporting that sex preferences have a primary role in cetacean social
organization.
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The loss of individuals had little effect on the association patterns of the female
spotted dolphins in this population. Their associations varied little from that of prehurricane years, where variations and strong associations within clusters were influenced
heavily by reproductive status and social familiarity (Chapter 2). Associations with other
females continued to be constrained within the clusters, strong associations were often
between reproductively active females, strong associations were not limited to same age
class pairs and mother/offspring relationships continued past weaning, sometimes into
adulthood.
The high female mean COA seen post-hurricane may be related to female
reproduction and sociality. Allomaternal care is an important aspect of female sociality
and has been documented in other bottlenose dolphin populations (Wells et al. 1987,
Shane 1990, Mann and Smuts 1998, Rogers et al. 2004), as well as this spotted dolphin
population (this study, Chapter 2). Nursery groups in chimpanzees include multiple
mothers and young, and show that these anestrous females actively prefer each other‘s
company (Pepper et al. 1999). Communally breeding primates also have nonreproductive helpers to aid in rearing of young (e.g. marmosets: Stevenson and Rylands
1988). Social familiarity has shown to also be important as closely associated females
may have been close associates as calves/juveniles (Möller and Harcourt 2008, Chapter
2). The stress of losing so many individuals, and the lower birth rate observed in these
years (unpublished data), may have initiated a social tightening between females within
clusters as there were fewer females with which to associate. Females generally associate
with others in the same stage or life (Wells et al. 1987, Herzing and Brunnick 1997).
Lowered reproduction indicates that more females were in similar reproductive states
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during this time, allowing a greater number of females to more easily associate with one
another, increasing their mean COA and number of associations from that of prehurricane. These females would have some level of social familiarity with each other as
most females interact to some degree with all other females within the cluster.
The association patterns for females in this study support the findings that female
sociality centers around the mother/calf relationship and the benefits of female grouping
may be social in nature, including calf care and social learning (bottlenose dolphin:
Gibson and Mann 2008b, spotted dolphin: Bender et al. 2008). These guiding influences
were evident even through demographic upheaval, and may even have been amplified in
some aspects. This indicates how strongly female sociality is structured by reproduction
and all that entails. This is further emphasized by the fact that female associations were
not segregated by age, and that many females continued to associate with older offspring,
even into adulthood. Female fitness and reproductive success is dependent on the
successful rearing of young and females will use social relationships to achieve their
reproductive goals, as described in primates (Sterck and Watts 1997). The results of this
study show that even through demographic upheaval, these association patterns remain
evident, and further support that female sociality depends greatly on reproductive status
and social familiarity.
Spotted dolphins have male alliance social patterns like those of their closely
related cousins, bottlenose dolphins (T. aduncus) in Shark Bay, including primary and
secondary alliances (Chapter 2). Of these primary alliances, some pairs survived the
hurricanes and continued their long-term associations, some since 1985, lasting up to 22
years. Long-term alliances of this magnitude have been documented in Sarasota and
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Shark Bay (Connor et al. 2000a). Other alliances changed after the loss of a member,
where the surviving member began an alliance with a new member, which has also been
documented in Sarasota (Wells et al. 1987), Shark Bay (Smolker et al. 1992) and
sympatric bottlenose dolphins in this study area (Rogers et al. 2004).
The greatest difference in male association patterns after the hurricanes was the
decrease in complexity between these male alliances. Following the storms, only one
secondary alliance was observed and only primary alliances remained (both old and
new). In many species, alliances are usually attributed to increased reproductive access
to females, i.e. herding/coercing/guarding of females (primates; Watts 1998, lions:
Wilson et al. 2001; bottlenose dolphins: Wells 1991, Connor et al. 1992a). In this
population of spotted dolphins, male coalitions often monopolize females (Herzing and
Johnson 1997, Chapter 2) and a genetic study has revealed that primary alliance
membership may increase reproductive success (Green 2008), indicating that access to
mates is a key role of alliances in spotted dolphins as well. These studies along with the
changes post-hurricane in this study indicate that primary alliance formation is more
critical for access to mates than secondary alliances, especially when changes in
demography and sex ratio occur.
The differences between alliance formation in different populations, and after the
major demographic disruption seen in this study, may be due to the different rates at
which males encounter each other in competition over oestrous females (Connor et al.
2000a). Alliance formation and size of the alliance are strongly affected by the mean
number of males competing for a female and the factors that impact this, such as the
density of females, operational sex ratio and encounter rate with females (Whitehead and
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Connor 2005). Alliances and/or coalitions will form when the female encounter rate
increases such that the cost of sharing copulations is outweighed by the benefits of
cooperative female defense (Connor and Whitehead 2005). Coalitional mate guarding,
previously unknown in chimpanzees, was found to develop in large mating parties when
the groups had too many males for single males to maintain exclusive access to estrous
females (Watts 1998). Prior to the hurricanes, the sex ratio was skewed towards females
(32 males, 42 females), possibly supporting the formation of both primary and secondary
alliances as more females were available. After the hurricanes, the sex ratio was reduced
to roughly 1:1 (23 males, 24 females). In this scenario the cost of sharing mating
opportunities with other alliances may be too great as the encounter rate with different
females is much lower, especially within clusters. The benefits of having one or two
other males to aid in gaining access to females may still outweigh the costs of sharing
mating opportunities; however the cost may be too high to share with another entire
alliance while female numbers are reduced.
Costs and benefits have also been associated with the genetic relatedness of the
individuals involved. Inclusive fitness theory (Hamilton, 1964) proposes that individuals
may increase their own fitness through cooperating or aiding genetic relatives. The
kinship of alliances varies between, and even within populations. Kinship of alliances
has been documented for some species populations (e.g. chimpanzees: Goodall 1986,
lions: Packer et al. 1991, bottlenose dolphins: Krützen et al. 2003, Parsons et al. 2003),
but not for others (chimpanzees: Mitani et al. 2000, bottlenose dolphins: Connor et al.
2000a, Möller et al. 2001), including the superalliance in Shark Bay (Krützen et al.
2003). Although the genetic relatedness of the alliances in this population is unknown, it
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is possible that the changes in secondary alliance membership were correlated with
relatedness. In Shark Bay, members of primary and derived secondary alliances were
often strongly related, possibly gaining inclusive fitness benefits from the membership;
whereas members of the super-alliance were no more closely related than expected by
chance (Krützen et al. 2004). In the spotted dolphin population, the lack of secondary
alliances after the hurricanes could be explained if the primary alliances were more
highly related than the secondary alliances. After the hurricanes, the benefit of increased
access to females possibly gained from cooperation in secondary alliances may be
outweighed by the cost of sharing mating opportunities with unrelated (or less related)
males. Further genetic analysis will help determine whether genetics played a role in the
changes in alliance membership observed here.
Spotted dolphin alliances are also important for interspecific interactions with
sympatric bottlenose dolphins on LBB (Chapter 4). Behavioral research has shown
bottlenose dolphins, which are larger and more dominant, are often the aggressors and
that it takes six spotted dolphins to chase away one bottlenose dolphin (Herzing and
Johnson 1997). Thus secondary alliances may be important during these aggressive
encounters between species (Chapter 2). After the hurricanes, however, these types of
interactions decreased significantly (Chapter 4). During this time of re-structuring for
both species, these interspecific interactions may not have been a priority for either
species. The lack of secondary alliances after the hurricanes may have occurred if a
primary reason for secondary alliance membership is to aid each other (similar to aiding
in consortships seen in Shark Bay) during these interspecific encounters.
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The other difference noted for male alliances after the hurricanes was the
observation of alliances of speckled (juvenile) members. The bonds between males
apparently grow from relationships developed in subadult groups or earlier and
crystallize during sexual maturity (Wells 1991, Chapter 2). More affiliative associations
between juveniles may indicate the early stages of alliance formation (Gero et al. 2005)
Alliance strength relationships are rare in young juveniles and have not been documented
in this spotted dolphin population previously (Chapter 2). Juveniles may be more able to
associate based on behaviorally specific needs, as they are less constrained by the mating
system and social organization of adults (Gero et al. 2005). These dynamics may have
been altered after the hurricanes with the loss of so many individuals. There may be
subtle processes affecting alliance formation (Chapter 2) that under normal circumstances
are not detectable quantitatively (i.e. strong COAs). After the hurricanes, these processes
may have had stronger influences on younger individuals, strengthening their COAs to
alliance levels. The loss of individuals may have effectively speeded up the development
of alliance formation. Alternatively, these strong associations between juveniles may be
due to the fact that there were fewer individuals to choose between and associate with
after the hurricanes. With fewer choices, individuals that associated previously may
increase their associations to a stronger level. Future work detailing the stability and
processes of juvenile and alliance development will shed light on the origin of alliance
formation.
Conclusion
This study documented the effects of events on the social structure of spotted
dolphins following a large emigration or death event following two major hurricanes.
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Contrary to the sympatric bottlenose dolphins, community structure for spotted dolphins
remained the same, however, more subtle changes in social structure occurred, but
remained constrained within sex preferences and mating strategies. This study further
showed the importance of reproductive status and social familiarity in female
associations, and alliance formation and age class in male associations. Despite
demographic upheaval, sex preferences, social clusters and overall community structure
remained the same. Although large changes in social and community structure can occur
following demographic changes (Chapter 1), this study shows that stability can occur as
well. Differences between the social structures of various populations may play an
important role in their survival through environmental perturbations and/or demographic
changes and how the social structure is affected.
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114
251

30
31
37
98

# encounters
50
49
54
153

4333.25

592
619.75
654
1865.75

24
22
27
73
173

Total hours
895
779
793.5
2467.5

# days with encounters
34
33
33
100

62.7 (37.3)

70.4 (29.6)
65.4 (34.6)
68.5 (31.5)
68.1 (31.9)

% hours underway (anchored)
54.0 (46.0)
59.5 (40.5)
62.9 (37.1)
58.6 (41.4)

Table 3.1. Field effort and number of encounters for 2002-2007 and pooled years pre-hurricane (02-04) and
post hurricane (05-07).

393

55
60
61
176

2005
2006
2007
2005-2007
Total

# days at sea
73
71
73
217

Season
2002
2003
2004
2002-2004

All
Males
Females

Pre
13.7
11.3
14.9

Post
14.2
14.3
14.0

Table 3.2. Re-sighting rates for individuals included in COA analysis pre and posthurricane. Female pre-hurricane re-sighting rates are larger than males (in bold), but not
post - hurricane.
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116

Sums of
Squares
553.263
587.209
22.455
459.908
317.974
16.49
310.396
14139.3
49503

Degrees of
Freedom
6
1
1
6
6
1
6
223
251

51.733
63.405

Mean
squares
92.211
587.209
22.455
76.651
52.996
16.49
0.816

F-Statistic
1.454
9.261
0.354
1.209
0.836
0.26

P>0.5

P-value
P>0.19
P<0.005
P>0.5
P>0.30
P>0.5
P>0.6

Table 3.3. ANOVA showed group sizes were significantly different (bold) for presence of
calves. There were no significant differences for behavior, pre/post hurricane or interactions
between calf presence, behavior and pre/post hurricane.

Sources of Variance
Behavior
Calf presence
Pre/Post Hurricane
Behavior * Calf
Behavior * Pre/Post
Calf * Pre/Post
Behavior * Calf *
Pre/Post
Error
Total
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56
48

45

2003

39
44

28
27
35
91

2005

2006

2007

05-07

23

20

23

16

32

17

27

21

M

24

24

16

21

42

31

29

33

F

0.24 + (0.16)

0.21 + (0.21)

0.32 + (0.18)

0.33 + (0.20)

0.14 + (0.14)

0.22 + (0.20)

0.20 + (0.20)

0.17 + (0.20)

Mean COA + (SD)

p<0.001

p<0.002

p<0.001

p<0.005

P<0.001

p<0.001

p<0.001

P<0.001

p-value

0.52 + (0.07)

0.46 + (0.19)

0.00 + (0.16)

0.00 + (0.24)

0.94 + (0.15)

0.58 + (0.17)

0.46 + (0.22)

0.83 + (0.31)

S + (SE)

162.43

48.41

69.90

61.68

139.38

66.33

57.79

47.33

H

0.70 + (0.03)

0.44 + (0.09)

0.00 + (0.13)

0.00 + (0.18)

0.80 + (0.02)

0.56 + (0.06)

0.43 + (0.09)

0.62 + (0.05)

CC + (SE)

44.40

10.20

0.00

0.00

123.20

22.00

12.40

32.20

S2 x H

Table 3.4. Number of groups, individuals, mean COA (Standard deviation, SD), p-value for
permutation tests and test statistics for power and precision of social structure analysis. M=males,
F=females. S=Social differentiation with standard error (SE). S > .5 = well differentiated society.
CC=Correlation coefficient with standard error (SE). CC = .4 COA matrix is somewhat
representative, CC = .8 COA matrix is a good representation, and S2 x H > 5, good ability to reject
the null hypothesis of no preferred companions.

47

37

74

45
141

2004

02-04

54

48

2002

No.
Individuals

No.
Groups

Year

Year

Mean COA (SD)

MM (SD)

MF (SD)

FF (SD)

Mantel test

2002-2004
2005-2007

0.14 (0.05)
0.24 (0.06)

0.23 (0.09)
0.32 (0.08)

0.12 (0.05)
0.22 (0.08)

0.13 (0.04)
0.21 (0.06)

p<0.001
p<0.001

Table 3.5. Overall Mean COA (including zero associations): overall, male-male (MM),
male-female (MF) and female-female (FF) for non-calf individuals. Mantel test p-value
indicates higher within sex associations than between.
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Fus-Fus (SD)
0.17 (0.07)
0.23 (0.06)

Fus-Mott (SD)
0.15 (0.07)
0.27 (0.09)

Fus-Spec (SD)
0.11 (0.05)
0.22 (0.06)

Mott-Mott (SD)
0.16 (0.06)
0.43 (0.12)

Mott-Spec (SD)
0.15 (0.06)
0.27 (0.08)

Spec-Spec (SD)
0.16 (0.05)
0.27 (0.08)

Mantel test
p<0.001
p=.16

Table 3.6. Overall mean COA (including zero associations) for age class associations: Fused-Fused, Fused-Mottled, FusedSpeckled, Mottled-Mottled, Mottled-Speckled, Speckled-Speckled.

Year
2002-2004
2005-2007
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Observed
66.70%
87.60%

Low
89.20%
82.10%

Moderate
10.40%
17.50%

High
0.40%
0.40%

MM
21.30%
25%

MF
50.10%
51.60%

Table 3.7. Percentage of COA: observed, low, moderate, high, and sex class.

Year
2002-2004
2005-2007

FF
28.60%
23.40%

Same sex
49.90%
48.40%

Year
2002-2004
2005-2007

Twice
average
24.00%
9.60%

% of MM
44.60%
16.20%

% of MF
14.40%
6.70%

% of FF
25.50%
8.70%

Table 3.8. Percentage of COA that were more than twice the average and the percentage
of male-male (MM), mixed sex (MF) and female-female (FF) that were over twice the
average.
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122

p<0.03
/
p=0.79

0.29 (0.08)
/
0.22 (0.06)

0.38 (0.13)
/
0.20 (0.08)

0.32 (0.11)
0.28 (0.07)
0.23 (0.11)

0.60 (0.06)
0.33 (0.17)
0.17 (0.00)

0.34 (0.06)
0.21 (0.10)
0.20 (0.06)
p<0.05

MM
MF
FF
Mantel
p=<0.05

p=0.43

Table 3.9. Mean COA for age-classes and sex. Bold indicates highest COA and significant Mantel tests.

2005-2007

p<0.03

p<0.03

p<0.001

Mantel

p=0.14
0.13 (0.05)

0.15 (0.07)

0.21 (0.08)

0.17 (0.04)

0.11 (0.03)

FF

/
/

/

0.13 (0.04)

0.13 (0.07)

MF

0.12 (0.07)

p<0.001

0.18 (0.08)

0.28 (0.13)

0.14 (0.05)

0.39 (0.05)

MM

2002-2004
0.24 (0.11)

Mantel

Between age class

Within age class

Mott-Mott (SD)

Spec-Spec (SD)

Fus-Fus (SD)

Sex class

Year

0

20

40

60

4

# individuals

2

96

1

62

Year

4

41

71

1

36

70

1

45

New dolphins (non twotone)

Missing dolphins

Dolphins seen

Figure 3.1. Number of individuals identified per year, number of missing
individuals and new non-calf individuals for 2002-2007. Stared year
indicates the year following the hurricanes.
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Figure 3.2. Sociogram of very strong COA (0.50 and higher) for male spotted dolphins
2002-2004. A thicker line indicates a stronger COA. Arrows indicate social cluster.
Letters in parentheses indicate age S=speckled, M=mottled, F=fused. Number in
parentheses indicates alliance number. * indicate alliance pairs/trios with COA 0.70 and
above.
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Figure 3.3. Sociogram of strong COA (0.65 and higher) for male spotted dolphins
2005-2007. A thicker line indicates a stronger COA. Arrows indicate social cluster.
S=speckled, M=mottled, F=fused above each name. * indicate alliance pairs/trios with
COA 0.70 and above.
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Figure 3.4. Representative plot of multidimensional scaling showing one
community, with 3 clusters, Northern, Southern and Central for 2002-2004 pooled
years. Stress = 0.085, with 200 iterations in 5 dimensions.
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Figure 3.5. Representative plot of multidimensional scaling showing one
community, with 3 clusters, Northern, Southern and Central for 2005-2007
pooled years. Stress = 0.099, with 200 iterations in 5 dimensions.
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Figure 3.6. Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis for pooled years 20022004 revealing one community with three clusters, Northern, Southern,
Central. Cophenetic correlation coefficient (CCC) = 0.78.
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Figure 3.7. Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis for pooled years
2005-2007 revealing one community with three clusters, Northern,
Southern, Central. Cophenetic correlation coefficient (CCC) = 0.81.

Chapter 4
Long-term interspecies association patterns of Atlantic bottlenose dolphins,
Tursiops truncatus, and Atlantic spotted dolphins, Stenella frontalis and the effect
of demographic changes following two major hurricanes

Introduction
The occurrence of Cetacean interspecies groups has been documented in many
areas around the world, however, few have been well investigated in the field (review:
Bearzi, 2005). This is primarily due to the fact that most interspecies associations are
relatively brief (Baraff and Asmutis-Silvia, 1998) and/or do not occur on a regular basis
for observation in the field. These interactions can be biologically significant even
without occurring more often than expected by chance (Stensland et al. 2003). Over 33
cetacean species have been documented in interspecific associations (Herzing and
Johnson 1997, Frantzis and Herzing 2002, Psarakos et al. 2003); however the majority of
these are anecdotal descriptions of singular or short-term events. Detailed behavioral
studies have been described for avian species (e.g. mixed species foraging flocks: Sasvari
and Hegyi, 1998; Dolby and Grubb, 1998), but are rare in mammals except for primates
(Stensland et al. 2003).
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The function of interspecies associations/groups is usually attributed to foraging
advantages and predator avoidance giving functional advantages and evolutionary
benefits to the participants (Stensland et al. 2003, Bearzi 2005). However, for social
mammals like cetaceans, these associations may occur because of other social factors, not
directly linked to foraging or predator avoidance. These may include territory defense,
practicing of behaviors (often sexual), reproduction and dominance (Stensland et al.
2003). Agonistic interactions are predominant in interspecies groups, however nonaggressive behaviors (including grooming, play and copulation) have also been
documented (Stensland et al. 2003). Aggression is usually unidirectional, with larger
species dominant: bottlenose dolphins to Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis)
(Herzing and Johnson 1997, Herzing et al. 2003); bottlenose dolphins to harbour
porpoises (Phocoena phocoena, Linnaeus, 1758) (Ross and Wilson 1996, Patterson et al.
1998); bottlenose dolphins to estuarine dolphins (Sotalia guianensis, Van Bénedén 1864)
(Wedekin et al. 2004); Hawaiin spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris, Gray 1828) to
Pantropical spotted dolphins (Stenella attenuata, Gray 1846) (Psarakos et al. 2003); and
Pacific white-sided dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obliquidens, Gill 1865) to harbor porpoise
(Baird, 1998); although reversals have been documented such as spotted dolphins
aggression to bottlenose dolphins (Herzing et al. 2003). The interactions described in
these studies may indicate that certain individuals and/or species are more likely to be
involved in interspecies associations, however little is known about which individuals are
involved and whether they are re-sighted in interspecies groups over time.
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Associations between interspecific individuals across years are rare (Baraff and
Asmutis-Silvia, 1998), but have been documented for an individual common dolphin
(Delphinus delphis, Linnaeus 1758) with bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
(Bearzi, 1997), an individual spinner dolphin with bottlenose dolphins and an individual
long-finned pilot whale (Globicephala melas, Traill 1809) with Atlantic white-sided
dolphins (Lagenorhynchus acutus, Gray 1828) (Baraff and Asmutis-Silvia, 1998),
individual Risso‘s dolphins (Grampus griseus, G. Cuvier 1812) with striped dolphins
(Stenella coeruleoalba, Meyen 1853) and common dolphins (Frantzis and Herzing,
2002). These associations range from two to six years in length.
Long-term interactions between sympatric Atlantic spotted dolphins and Atlantic
bottlenose dolphins in the Bahamas have been observed consistently every year since
1985 as part of the research conducted by the Wild Dolphin Project. Much is known
about the spotted dolphin including life history and age class parameters (Herzing 1997),
correlation of behavior and sounds (Herzing, 1996), long-term female associations
(Herzing and Brunnick, 1997) and social structure (Chapters 2 and 3); as well as for the
bottlenose dolphins, including correlation of behavior and sounds (Herzing 1996),
distribution (Rossbach and Herzing, 1999), feeding behavior (Rossbach and Herzing,
1997), and social structure (Rogers et al. 2004, Chapter 1). These two species spend 15%
of their time in mixed species groups, and are involved in a wide range of behavioral
activities including foraging, traveling, play, alloparental care and aggressive activity
(Herzing and Johnson, 1997). Although the behavioral interactions have been described,
little is known about the social structure of each species and individual associations
during these regular interspecies encounters.
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This study provides a unique opportunity to describe the social structure and
associations of individuals in long-term regular interspecies interactions. In 2004 two
major hurricanes directly impacted the area and greatly altered the social structure of the
bottlenose dolphins (Chapter 1) and subtly changed the social structure of the spotted
dolphins (Chapter 3). This study also provides a unique chance to see how alterations of
species social structure may alter interspecies interactions. The primary goal of this study
was to describe the social structure and long-term associations of regularly interacting
interspecies groups of bottlenose and spotted dolphins in the Bahamas between 19932004, and how the altering of community structure following the hurricanes affected
interspecies interactions in 2005-2007.
Methods
Study Area and Hurricane History
The study area and hurricane history are as described in Chapter 1.
Data Collection
The Wild Dolphin Project has conducted an on-going study of Atlantic spotted
dolphins (Stenella frontalis) resident to LBB since 1985 (Herzing 1997, Herzing and
Brunnick, 1997, Chapters 2, 3). Data on sympatric Atlantic bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) became more focused beginning in 1993 (Rossbach and Herzing
1999, Rogers et al. 2004, Chapter 1). Data was collected between May and early
September each year. Observations were conducted in all but severe weather conditions
from 0700- 2000 in one person/one hour shifts or two person/two hour shifts, scanning
180o while underway, and 360o while anchored.
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Data for this study was collected from 1993-2007, as described in Chapters 2 and
3. Atlantic spotted and bottlenose dolphins on LBB spend approximately 15% of their
time together in interspecies encounters (Herzing and Johnson, 1997). When a mixed
species group was sighted, the data collection followed that described in Chapter 2 for
underwater observation, except that surface photographs were taken of bottlenose dolphin
dorsal fins for identification before entering the water. Individual identification of
bottlenose dolphins follows the methods in Chapter 1 and identification of spotted
dolphins follows the methods in Chapter 2. Data collected before 1993 were used to
show site fidelity and age class information. The main goal of this study was to detail
long-term interspecies association patterns (1993-2004), and secondly to compare these
with interspecies association patterns after the hurricanes (2005-2007).
Data Analysis
The Wild Dolphin Project (WDP) has collected data on this habituated population
of dolphins since 1985 (Chapter 2).
Coefficients of association (COAs) were determined using the half-weight index
(HWI) as described in Chapter 1. Due to the small number of interspecies encounters per
year (compared to intraspecies encounters), the number of years to be pooled together
had to be longer than in the previous studies (Chapters 1, 2 and 3), in order to obtain
sufficient sightings per individual, and to be able to include enough individuals in the
study. Data were pooled into three sections: 1993-1998, 1999-2004 and 2005-2007. This
break up of years was chosen because the six year time span allowed for increased
sample size of encounters. The final delineation was chosen to examine if there were any
differences in interspecies associations after the hurricanes of September 2004 (Chapter
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1) compared to the two periods before the hurricanes. Age class is an important
determinant of an individual‘s associations, which changes over years. Age information
is not available for the bottlenose dolphins (Chapter 1), however it is known for the
spotted dolphin (two-tone, speckled, mottled, fused, Chapter 2). An individual spotted
dolphin was placed in the class category that they were in for the majority of the pooled
time frame (i.e. four or more years or 2 or more years for 05-07). All age class analysis
was performed for spotted dolphins, but not for bottlenose dolphins.
All COAs were calculated using SOCPROG 2.3 (Whitehead, 2006). Calves were
not included in these analyses as their associations are dependent upon their mother.
COAs were determined for pairs of non-calf individuals of known sex sighted at least
five times per pre-hurricane period. The period after the hurricanes is shorter than the
pre-hurricane pooled datasets, only three years, therefore a lower sighting criterion was
used, including individuals of known sex sighted at least three times. COA values were
categorized as low <0.39, moderate 0.40-0.79 and high >0.80 (Rogers et al. 2004,
Chapter 1, 2, 3). Strong associations (which included moderate and high COAs) were
defined as being greater than twice the average COA of the population (Gero et al. 2005,
Whitehead 2008a).
SOCPROG was used to conduct permutation tests to determine if associations
were non-random with the ―permute groups within samples‖ (as described in Chapter 1).
Permutation tests were set at 10,000 permutations, with 100 flips per permutation. If
associations were found to be non-random, Mantel tests were conducted to examine
whether differences in association occur between classes (e.g., sex and age classes, where
appropriate). The power and precision of the COA analysis was determined by
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SOCPROG by calculating the social differentiation (S), S2 x H, and the correlation
coefficient (CC) as described in Chapter 1, to determine the accuracy and representation
of the calculated COA matrix. Group size was analyzed with ANOVA using SPSS 16
software.
Results
Re-sighting
Table 4.1 shows the re-sighting rates for male and female spotted and bottlenose
dolphins. Spotted dolphins had higher re-sighting rates than bottlenose dolphins
consistently over all periods. The majority of the spotted dolphin population, 67-68 of
about 100 individuals, were regularly involved in interspecies encounters; whereas a
small fraction of the bottlenose dolphin population were regularly involved, 12-16 of
about 100 individuals. However, all re-sighting rates decreased after the hurricane,
especially for spotted dolphin males, which decreased by half. Spotted dolphin males
were much more likely to be re-sighted during interspecies encounters than either female
spotted dolphins or male and female bottlenose dolphins for both pre-hurricane periods,
but not for the post-hurricane period.
Table 4.2 shows the re-sighting patterns for both species during the pre-hurricane
periods. Sixty-five percent of spotted dolphin individuals were seen in interspecies
encounters during both pre-hurricane periods, with almost twice as many males than
females. The majority of those seen during only one period were not available in the
other – i.e. they were either too young to be included, or they were lost (not seen for three
or more years) in a previous year. Thus most of the spotted dolphins, especially males,
re-sighted in interspecies encounters participated consistently between 1993 to 2004.
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Table 4.3 shows the re-sighting patterns in interspecies encounter for both species
during the pre and post-hurricane periods. Six female and 11 male spotted dolphins were
seen in every period, pre and post-hurricane. Of the individuals not seen in 05-07, 13
were lost during the hurricanes and 10 were lost prior. Of the individuals that were only
seen in 05-07, nine dolphins were too young to have been included in analysis in the prehurricane years. Further indicating that for spotted dolphins, especially males, absence
from interspecies encounters was because they were not available (either too young, or
lost) during that time.
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the exact opposite trend for bottlenose dolphins. Only
six of 16 bottlenose dolphin individuals were seen in interspecies encounters during both
pre-hurricane periods. Absence from interspecies encounters was not strongly correlated
with age or being lost to the population as it was for the spotted dolphins. Out of 14
bottlenose dolphins post-hurricane, only one female had been seen previously in
interspecies encounters. Six individuals were new immigrants into the population.
Twelve of the 14 bottlenose dolphins were from Unit B. No individuals from Unit A
were involved (Chapter 1). Re-sighting of bottlenose dolphin individuals was low and
less consistent than for spotted dolphins.
Group size
Each pre-hurricane pooled data set was analyzed separately, similar results were
obtained (data not shown), thus all pre-hurricane years were combined. Table 4.4 shows
ANOVA results for all years, showing significant differences for aggressive encounters
and for species. Pre-hurricane total group size (n=186, x = 17.9 + 11.6) ranged from
three to 82. Spotted dolphin group size was significantly larger ( x = 13.0 + 11.0) than
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bottlenose dolphin group size ( x = 4.8 + 3.5). Total group size for aggressive encounters
(n=86, x = 22.3 + 13.3) was significantly larger than non-aggressive (n=100, x = 14.1 +
8.2). Post-hurricane total group size (n=25, x = 20.2 + 9.3) ranged from five to 37.
Spotted dolphin group size was significantly larger ( x = 14.1 + 9.2) than bottlenose
dolphin group size ( x = 6.0 + 7.3). Total group size during aggressive encounters (n=16,

x = 23.6 + 8.8) was significantly larger than non-aggressive (n=9, x = 14.1 + 7.0).
Interaction between species, aggressive encounters and pre/post hurricane was
close to significance (P>0.10). Separate ANOVAs for the pre and post-hurricane data
sets (Tables 4.5 and 4.6) revealed that pre-hurricane spotted dolphin group size during
aggressive encounters was significantly larger ( x = 16.9 + 13.1) than non-aggressive ( x
= 9.7 + 7.3). Bottlenose dolphin group size was not significantly different between
aggressive and non-aggressive encounters. Post-hurricane spotted dolphin group size
was not significantly larger during aggressive encounters. Similar to pre-hurricane
results, bottlenose dolphins showed no significant difference in group size regarding
aggressive vs. non-aggressive encounters.
Pre-hurricane Associations
The total number of non-calf individuals, males and females for each data set
(individuals of known sex, seen at least five times per period) are given in Table 4.7.
Permutation tests for both data sets revealed non-random associations, indicating
preferred and/or avoided companions. Social differentiation was above intermediate
(above 0.50) and close to high (1.00). The correlation coefficients were high, indicating
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the COA matrix was a good representation. The power to be able to detect preferred
associations was more than sufficient (Table 4.7).
Table 4.8 shows the percentage of observed associations (non-zero associations)
and the percentage of COAs in each category, low, moderate, high and strong (over twice
the population average of 0.15 for 1993-1998 and 0.21 for 1999-2004). For both prehurricane periods the majority were in the low category, with some moderate/strong and
few high associations. The majority and strongest of associations were between spotted
dolphins (Table 4.9). A mantel test revealed that associations were stronger for within
species associations than between species, specifically for spotted-spotted dolphin
associations (Table 4.10).
Same-sex associations (including both species) comprised 50.5% for 1993-1998
and 51.5% for 1999-2004). The number of male-male associations in 1993-1998 was
double and in 1999-2004 was almost double that of female-female associations. A
mantel test revealed that COAs were significantly higher for within sex associations than
between sex, particularly for male-male COAs (Table 4.11).
The majority of the moderate/strong COAs involved spotted dolphin male-male
pairs. These included the highest associations (up to 1.00), with all male-male COAs
above 0.55 (over 3x the 93-98 average COA and over twice the 99-04 average COA)
being between spotted dolphin males. The majority of these strong male-male
associations involved adults of the mottled and fused age classes. Table 4.12 shows how
mean COA strength increases with age for the pre-hurricane years and that a mantel test
revealed that COAs were significantly higher within age classes than between.
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Documented long-term primary alliances of spotted dolphins seen during
intraspecies encounters (Chapters 2, 3) were present during interspecies encounters.
Variation of strength occurred, where some pairs retained the relatively same high COAs
during interspecies encounters, where others reduced theirs while still remaining high in
the strong category (0.60 and up). Many strong associations between members of
different alliances were also observed, indicating the persistence of secondary alliances
during interspecies encounters. However, these associations appear more complex than
those during intraspecies encounters, as individual males have more strong associates
than just their primary and secondary alliance partners.
Contrary to the spotted dolphins, alliances for bottlenose dolphins did not carry
over to interspecies encounters. Generally one of the pair was seen much more often than
the other during interspecies encounters, and in one case one of the pair was not seen at
all. Their COA strength remained high during intraspecies encounters (Rogers et al.
2004), indicating they were apart mainly during these interspecies encounters. The
strongest bottlenose alliances (3) during interspecies encounters were between 0.40 and
0.55, which is about half of the strongest spotted male alliance. Only one bottlenose male
had strong associations with four spotted dolphins (one alliance pair) in both periods, no
other long-term interspecies associations were documented.
Only one bottlenose and four spotted males had strong mixed species COAs over
both pooled periods. The majority of the strong mixed-sex bottlenose-spotted dolphin
associations were between male bottlenose dolphins and female spotted dolphins, evenly
distributed amongst speckled, mottled and fused females.
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Post-hurricane Associations
The total number of non-calf individuals, males and females for each data set
(individuals of known sex, seen at least three times) are given in Table 4.7. Permutation
tests revealed non-random associations, indicating preferred and/or avoided companions.
Social differentiation was close to intermediate differentiation at 0.437; however the
correlation coefficient was moderate, indicating the COA matrix was ―somewhat
representative‖. The power to be able to detect preferred associations was more than
sufficient (Table 4.7).
Table 4.8 shows the percentage of observed associations (non-zero associations)
and the percentage of COAs in each category, low, moderate, high and strong (over twice
the population average of .27). The majority were in the low category, with a greater
number of moderate associations than pre-hurricane, still low numbers of high
associations and similar number of strong associations to pre-hurricane results.
Table 4.9 shows the percentage of COAs for spotted-spotted (SP-SP), mixed
species (SP-BN) and bottlenose-bottlenose (BN-BN) and the COA ranges. The majority
and strongest of associations were between spotted dolphins, however this percentage is
quite decreased in comparison to the pre-hurricane analysis. The percentage of mixed
species associations increased and COAs were stronger than those seen pre-hurricane.
There were more bottlenose-bottlenose dolphin associations and they ranged higher than
pre-hurricane results. A mantel test revealed that associations were stronger for within
species associations than between species, differing from pre-hurricane because both
spotted and bottlenose dolphins had similar within-species COAs (Table 4.10).
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Same-sex associations (including both species) comprised 50.5%. There were
roughly 50% more male-male than female-female associations. A mantel test revealed
that COAs were significantly higher for within sex associations than between sex,
particularly for male-male COAs, although the difference in COAs was smaller posthurricane (Table 4.11).
Strong associations were more equally distributed between sex classes than prehurricane, however male-male associations were almost twice as prevalent as femalefemale. The majority (80.6%) and strongest (up to 0.92) of the male-male associations
were between spotted dolphins, although bottlenose male pairs also had very strong
associations (up to 0.83), contrary to pre-hurricane results. Mottled and/or fused
individuals comprised 80% of the spotted-spotted male pairs and all of the mixed-species
male pairs. However, speckled individuals had a mean COA similar to the adult mean
COA and higher than speckled COA in pre-hurricane results. A mantel test revealed that
COAs were significantly higher within age classes than between (Table 4.12).
Spotted dolphin alliances between long-term associates, and new alliances of
speckled and mottled individuals that were observed during intraspecies encounters
(Chapter 3) were also documented in interspecies encounters. In addition, strong
associations between members of different alliances were also observed, indicating
persistence of secondary alliances during these encounters, as seen for pre-hurricane
years.
There were five male bottlenose strong COAs (0.60-0.83), comparable to the
spotted male-male COAs, involving six males (two residents and four immigrants).
These COAs were the strongest seen for bottlenose in interspecies encounters. However,
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no previously known alliance was seen in the 05-07 interspecies encounters, despite at
least three alliances present in intraspecies encounters (Chapter 1) during the same time.
This may indicate that one or both members may have actively avoided interspecies
encounters.
There were no mixed-species male pairs that were also seen in pre-hurricane
years, because all the male bottlenose dolphins (both resident and immigrant) were not
seen previously in interspecies encounters. The few strong mixed-sex bottlenose-spotted
dolphin associations were between male bottlenose dolphins (a trio with 0.80 and up
COAs) and fused female spotted dolphins.
Discussion
Different species may have different motivations for joining interspecies groups
(Stensland 2003, Querouil et al. 2008). Although social behaviors between the species
often occur, the primary function of the majority of mixed species groups, including
primates, ungulates, cetaceans and carnivores, is antipredator and/or foraging benefits for
one or both species (Stensland et al. 2003). The primary function of interspecies
encounters for the sympatric dolphins in this study, however, does not appear to be
related to anti predator or foraging behaviors.
These spotted and bottlenose dolphins rarely feed together (Herzing and Johnson
1997), and practice different feeding strategies (Herzing 1996, Herzing and Johnson
1997, Rossbach and Herzing 1997). Although predation in this area is significant, the
behaviors involved during interspecies encounters (Herzing and Johnson, 1997) and lack
of predators observed during them, indicates predation is not a main driving force in
these encounters. Social behavior alone (e.g. affiliative or aggressive not related to
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foraging or predator protection) as a function for interspecies associations has rarely been
documented in many species (Baraff and Asmutis-Silvia 1998, Stensland et al. 2003). It
has been suggested for another population of spotted and bottlenose dolphins in Great
Bahama Bank, Bahamas (Herzing et al. 2003) and Bimini, Bahamas, although sex was
not determined for the majority of the bottlenose dolphins involved in Bimini (Melillo et
al. 2009). The results of this study along with behavioral documentation (Herzing and
Johnson, 1997) support social interactions as the function for these interspecies
encounters. In all the populations where social behavior is the primary function, the
sympatric species have long-term interactions with one another, contrary to many
previous studies of mixed-species groups (Bearzi, 2005). Through repeated interactions,
social behaviors such as aggression, sex, play, and affiliation may have become important
to how the two sympatric species inhabit the same area, beyond the possible habitat and
food partitioning that may occur.
This study revealed striking differences in association patterns between species.
Alliances were extremely important for spotted dolphins and these carried over from
intraspecies interactions (Chapters 2, 3). On the other hand, bottlenose dolphin alliances
were not important during interspecies encounters, despite their presence during
bottlenose dolphin intraspecies encounters (Rogers et al. 2004, Chapter 1). Only one
bottlenose had long-term strong associations, with a few male spotted dolphins, between
1993-2004. This indicated that long-term associations between species were rare. The
differences in re-sightings and associations patterns within and between species
documented in this study reveal more about the reasons/forces driving an individual of
either species to participate in interspecies interactions.
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Mating/female defense
Alliances in primates, lions, dolphins and birds are primarily attributed to
increased access to females through herding/coercing/guarding of females (e.g. Watts
1998, Packer et al. 1991, Connor et al. 2000a, Connor et al. 2000b). Females were
frequently re-sighted in interspecies groups and there were many strong associations
between male bottlenose dolphins and female spotted dolphins. Bottlenose dolphins in
captivity have been documented producing hybrid offspring between many delphinid
species (see Herzing and Johnson 1997). Mating between bottlenose males and spotted
dolphin females has also been documented (Herzing and Johnson, 1997) and hybrids
between these species have been observed (Herzing et al. 2003). The prevalence of
spotted dolphin alliances during interspecies encounters indicates that there may be
competition between species. Male fitness is strongly dependent on access to females
and successful copulation. Competition between species may be more for defense of
females rather than active competition for consortships, as spotted dolphin male fitness
could be reduced if bottlenose dolphin males successfully mate with spotted dolphin
females. It takes six spotted dolphins to chase away one bottlenose dolphin (Herzing and
Johnson 1997), thus alliances may be important for spotted dolphins during interspecies
encounters to be able to defend females and repel bottlenose dolphins (Chapter 2).
Spotted dolphin males show alliance patterns similar to those seen in Shark Bay,
with both long-term primary alliances and shorter-term secondary alliances involving 2
or more primary alliances (Chapter 2, 3). These associations were also observed during
interspecies interactions. Bottlenose dolphins always dominate spotted dolphins unless
the spotted dolphins significantly out number them (Herzing and Johnson, 1997). The
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larger group sizes and complex secondary alliances for spotted dolphins detailed in this
study support the behavioral study of Herzing and Johnson (1997). In these cases,
spotted dolphin alliances and super coalitions, showing ritualized behaviors during
aggressive interactions were critical in determining the outcome (Herzing and Johnson,
1997). Protection from male intruders through herding of groups/troops of resident
females has been documented in primates (Henzi et al. 1998). The spotted dolphin
alliances may have a similar function, through different behavior. Thus for spotted
dolphins, there are benefits to maintaining alliances throughout intra and interspecies
encounters. They not only serve to possibly maximize reproductive success by gaining
access to females (Chapter 2), but also to intercept matings between species (Herzing and
Johnson, 1997).
In contrast, alliances in bottlenose dolphins in this study area do not seem to be
important during interspecies encounters. The function of male alliances in this
population is not fully understood, as detailed behavior analysis is unavailable for
bottlenose dolphins, however social analysis has shown that there are both long-term and
short-term strong associations (alliances) between males (Rogers et al. 2004, Chapter 1).
These alliances are similar to those seen in other bottlenose dolphin populations (Owen et
al. 2002, Krützen et al. 2004, Lusseau 2007), which are mainly involved with
herding/coercing of females (Wells 1991, Connor et al. 1992a). Male bottlenose in the
Bahamas population have more female associates than vice versa (Rogers et al. 2004)
some with consistent relationships over years (Chapter 1), indicating that reproductive
success through the monopolizing of females may be important for alliance formation
during intraspecies encounters. Alliances/coalitions exist in many mammalian species
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(e.g. chimpanzees: Goodall, 1986, baboons, Noë 1994, lions: Packer et al. 1991,
bottlenose dolphins: Smolker et al. 1992, Wells et al. 1987, spotted dolphins: Chapter 2),
indicating that cooperation provides greater inclusive fitness benefits than when acting
alone (Hill and Van Hoof 1994). The benefits of alliance formation for bottlenose
dolphins during interspecies encounters, however, may not outweigh the cost of lowered
fitness. This cost may be realized through lower reproductive success because there is
less time available to gain access to homospecific females and/or mating with a female of
another species whose offspring may or may not be fertile.
The lack of bottlenose dolphin alliances during interspecies encounters indicates
that it may not be beneficial for males to form alliances during these encounters. It may
not be advantageous for a bottlenose dolphin individual to maintain an alliance during
interspecies encounters, as the cost of mating with a female of another species may
outweigh the benefits, as seen in the female choices of mates of sympatric fur seals
(Goldsworthy et al. 1999). The success of an alliance and the competitive abilities of the
individuals are factors determining optimal alliance formation, and in certain cases it may
benefit an individual to leave their alliance, either permanently or temporarily
(Whitehead and Connor, 2005). The lack of alliances during interspecies encounters
supports the possible function of the many short-term strong male associations seen for
bottlenose dolphins in this population (Chapter 1). Short term alliances (temporary
coalitions) have been shown to be involved in agonistic interactions in many species (e.g.
Tursiops sp.: Connor et al. 1999, Lusseau 2007; primates: Goodall, 1986, Noë 1994, Silk
1999) as well as during consortships (Connor et al. 1999). These individuals may
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associate highly with others during particular behavioral events (Gero et al. 2005),
instead of forming stable long-term bonds.
Why do male bottlenose dolphins leave their alliances and join these short-term
associations to interact in interspecies groups? Their social status may influence their
choices, as is seen in some primate species. Low-ranking males may be expected to
pursue less costly alternative mating strategies, as seen in brown hyaenas (Hyaena
brunnea, Owens and Owens 1996). Strier (2002) documented this type of behavior in
Hamadryas baboons (Papio hamadryas), where older deposed males and young bachelor
males successfully mate with Olive baboon females (Papio anubis). It is possible that the
males involved in interspecies encounters are ostracized or unable to compete with other
males. They may be unable to mate with bottlenose dolphin females, therefore they
attempt to mate with spotted dolphin females. Similarly, if females are roaming farther
than males, fewer bottlenose dolphin females may be available to mate with, and males
may attempt to mate with spotted dolphin females. Contrary to most bottlenose dolphin
populations, there is evidence that females mediate gene flow in the Bahamas (Parsons et
al. 2006), and there may be fewer bottlenose dolphin females available for mating. Male
behavior in interspecies interactions could be an alternative behavior of low ranking
individuals and/or transitory behavior for most bottlenose dolphins involved.
Alternatively, it is possible that individuals, particularly subadults, use multispecies
groups to practice for future social interactions within their own species (Stensland et al.
2003). In many of these encounters sexual behaviors are common. Little is known about
the social behavior of the bottlenose dolphins in this study during intraspecies encounters,
however the socio-sexual behaviors documented in interspecies encounters (Herzing and
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Johnson 1997) indicate that practice behavior could be a reason for individual bottlenose
dolphins to join these groups, and thus alliances would not necessarily be important in
this context.
Dominance relations between species
Dominance relations between interspecific individuals may result in differential
costs of association, which can influence whether a species will likely form mixed
species groups (Windfelder, 2001). Among closely related species, the degree of
dominance may depend on the phylogenetic relation, ecological similarity, and size of the
species involved (Wilson, 2000). Generally the larger animal dominates the smaller.
LeDuc (1999) has found that Atlantic spotted dolphins are actually more closely related
to Tursiops aduncus species than to other Stenella species. They also share similar
repertoires of behavior and vocalizations (Herzing, 1996). Bottlenose dolphins (up to 3.9
meters) can be almost twice the size of spotted dolphins (up to 2.2 meters) (Herzing and
Johnson, 1997). Between these sympatric, closely related, ecologically similar species,
the degree of dominance will be heavily weighted to the larger bottlenose dolphins.
Mounting behavior may be used to express dominance (Östman, 1991) and has
been seen in Shark Bay and Sarasota (Connor et al. 2000a) and other populations (see:
Herzing and Johnson, 1997). Bottlenose dolphins show dominant behavior towards the
spotted dolphins in this population, participating in side-mounting behavior to young and
adult male spotted dolphins, which included erections, penile rubbing and copulation
(Herzing and Johnson, 1997). This interaction of bottlenose dolphins dominating and
sexually manipulating the passive male spotted dolphins has been seen consistently
through 2004 (C.Elliser, D. Herzing, unpublished data). This dominant behavior by
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bottlenose dolphins ended only when the number of spotted dolphins (usually involving
many male alliances/coalitions) outweighed the number of bottlenose. The bottlenose
dolphins were then aggressively chased away by the spotted dolphins (Herzing and
Johnson, 1997). Dominant behavior by bottlenose dolphins may preempt spotted
dolphins from trying to mate with female bottlenose, while at the same time, allowing
bottlenose dolphin males some access to spotted dolphin females. This behavior could
also be a form of social reinforcement of ecological partitioning, such as differences in
prey and habitat, that allows the species to live sympatrically.
Due to the larger size of the bottlenose dolphins, and their ease of dominance over
spotted dolphins, alliances may be unnecessary during these interspecies encounters. For
the same reasons, alliance and coalition formation are likely necessary for the spotted
dolphins. There have also been interspecies coalitions documented in this population
involved in pursuing females and fighting off conspecifics of both species (Herzing and
Johnson 1997). The lack of long-term interspecies associations between the same
individuals indicates that these interactions may be based more on immediate needs
and/or circumstances rather than long-term relationships. These temporary interactions
may be investments into long-term familiarity between species (Herzing and Johnson
1997).
Post-Hurricane
Loss of individuals and/or species (through death, emigration or distribution
changes) in a given population or community can have affect social and community
structure (Chapters 1, 3). After the hurricanes of fall 2004, both populations underwent
massive changes. The spotted dolphins lost 36% of the population, with no subsequent
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influx (Chapter 2). The bottlenose dolphins lost roughly 30%, with an almost equal
influx of immigrants that remained in the area and split the population into two units, A
and B, with varying association patterns (Chapter 1). These changes altered their
intraspecies associations and consequently their interspecies relations.
Interpretation of the post-hurricane data is somewhat difficult due to the
difference in pooling time, different sighting criteria used and lower correlation
coefficient indicating how accurate the calculated COAs were. However re-sightings,
group size and overall distribution of COAs, which are less dependent on these factors
reveals a great deal.
The overall association patterns were similar to the pre-hurricane analyses.
Spotted dolphin male alliances were present and individuals had consistent re-sightings,
however, overall re-sighting rates decreased, especially for males. There continued to be
a lack of male alliances and lower re-sightings for bottlenose dolphins. Group size
during aggressive encounters was no longer greater for spotted dolphins. This correlates
with behavioral observations. The regular sexual/aggressive encounters where bottlenose
males dominate and side mount spotted dolphin males were not seen at all since the
hurricanes, until the field season of 2009 (C.Elliser and D.Herzing personal
observations). This further emphasizes the importance of spotted dolphin male alliances
during aggressive interspecies encounters.
The greatest change was observed with the bottlenose dolphins. All the
bottlenose dolphins involved (only one of which was seen previously in interspecies
encounters) were from unit B, none were from Unit A. Unit B had association patterns
similar to the pre-hurricane population, whereas unit A was much more homogenous in
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nature (Chapter 1). Specialized behaviors by certain individuals or groups within a
population have been documented (―sponge-carriers‖ – Smolker et al. 1997, intentional
stranding to capture pinnipeds – Guinet 1991). It is possible that involvement in
interspecies encounters may be restricted to individuals in one unit due to their
association patterns. This could indicate a greater social and behavioral split in the
bottlenose dolphin community than previously reported (Chapter 1).
Although the two species were each undergoing social re-structuring following
the hurricanes (Chapters 1 and 3), they still were involved in interspecies encounters,
though with altered association and behavior patterns. It is evident that these interspecies
encounters are an important part of how this population of sympatric dolphins is able to
thrive together. The decreased aggression and altered associations patterns seen posthurricane indicate that the time following the hurricanes may have been a re-building and
re-structuring of the relationships between these two species. It may take years to
redefine a social structure and return to normal behaviors following the loss of so many
individuals and integration of new individuals into the population.
Conclusion
This is the first study of long-term association patterns of interspecies groups.
The results of this paper reveal the complexity involved in the cost and benefits
determining alliance formation for regularly interacting sympatric species, the possible
reasons why differences between the species occur, and how demographic upheaval can
alter these patterns. Future work should involve detailed behavioral study on these
interspecies encounters to further our understanding of the association patterns described
in this paper.
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Year
93-98
99-04
05-07

BN males
7.3
7.0
5.0

BN females
8.4
7.1
4.3

SP males
13.3
12.8
6.5

SP females
9.3
9.4
6.4

Table 4.1. Re-sighting rates for Bottlenose and Spotted dolphins during interspecies
encounters. Bold indicates larger re-sighting rates.
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SP
BN

seen both pre
44
6

seen in 93-98, not 99-04
24 (17 not available)
6 (1 not available)

seen 99-04, not 93-98
22 (14 not available)
10 (5 not available)

Table 4.2. Number of spotted (SP) and bottlenose (BN) individuals re-sighted during the
Pre pooled periods. Not available means that those individuals were not able to be seen
during that particular period because they either were too young, or were lost (not seen
for at least three or more years) previously.
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SP
BN

seen pre and post
17
0

seen in pre, not post
27 (23 not available)
22 (17 unavailable)

seen post only
14 (9 not available)
8 (2 not available)

Table 4.3. Number of spotted (SP) and bottlenose (BN) individuals re-sighted during the
Pre and Post pooled periods. Not available means that those individuals were not able to
be seen during that particular period because they either were too young, or were lost (not
seen for at least three or more years) previously.
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69806

95.594

1

422

0.039

1

25216.497

0.284

1

414

3217.743

1

142.106

807.357

1

1

0.45

1

60.909

142.106

95.594

0.039

0.284

3217.743

807.357

0.45

Mean
squares

2.333

1.569

0.001

0.005

52.828

13.255

0.007

F-Statistic

P>.1

P>0.2

P>0.9

P>0.9

P<0.001

P<0.001

P>0.9

P-value

Table 4.4 ANOVA showed group sizes were significantly different (bold) in aggressive vs. nonaggressive encounters and between species.

Sources of Variance
Pre/Post Hurricane
Aggressive encounters
Species
Pre/Post * Aggressive
Pre/Post * Species
Aggressive * Species
Pre/Post * Aggressive *
Species
Error
Total

Sums of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom
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Degrees of
Freedom
1
1
1
368
372

Sums of
Squares
1562.33
6573.95
924.283
22140.354
60572

Mean
squares
1562.33
6573.95
924.283
60.164
F-Statistic
25.968
109.267
15.363

P-value
P<0.001
P<0.001
P<0.001

Table 4.5 ANOVA showed pre-hurricane group sizes were significantly different in
aggressive vs. non-aggressive encounters, between species and interaction between
species and aggressive encounters.

Sources of Variance
Aggression
Species
Aggression * Species
Error
Total
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Sums of
Squares
257.267
780.783
3.423
3076.91
9234

Mean
squares
257.267
780.783
3.423
66.889

F-Statistic
3.846
11.673
0.051

Table 4.6. ANOVA showed post-hurricane group sizes were significantly different between
species (bold), but no significance in aggressive vs. non-aggressive encounters or the
interaction between species and aggressive encounters.

Sources of Variance
Aggression
Species
Aggression * Species
Error
Total

Degrees of
Freedom
1
1
1
46
50

P-value
P>0.05
P<0.002
P>0.822
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No. Individuals
80
(12BN, 68SP)
83
(16BN, 67SP)
55
(14BN, 41SP)

Males
44
(7BN, 37SP)
45
(7BN, 38SP)
30
(8BN, 22SP)

Females
36
(5BN, 31SP)
38
(9BN, 29SP)
25
(6BN, 19SP)
0.271 (0.202)

0.211 (0.154)

0.151 (0.145)

Mean
COA(SD)

p<0.01

p<0.001

p<0.001

p-value

0.437 + (0.146)

0.617 + (0.142)

0.825 + (0.099)

S + (SE)

94.2

189.5

136.3

H

0.499 + (0.068)

0.684 + (0.042)

0.735 + (0.027)

CC + (SE)

17.97

72.16

92.77

S2 x H

Table 4.7. Number of individuals (BN=Bottlenose, SP=Spotted), males and females, mean COA (SD), p value for
permutation test results, Social differentiation (S), number of associations per individual (H), Correlation coefficient (CC),
and power to detect preferred associations (S2 x H).

05-07

99-04

93-98

Year

Year
1993-1998
1999-2004
2005-2007

Observed OOA
69.80%
83.40%
79.10%

Low
Moderate High Strong
90.40%
9.40%
0.20% 21.50%
85.10% 14.80% 0.10% 14.90%
64.90% 33.50% 1.60% 13.50%

Table 4.8. Percentage of observed COA (non-zero), low (0.01-0.39), moderate (0.400.79), high (0.8-1.00) and strong (greater than twice the population average).
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Year
1993-1998
1999-2004
2005-2007

SP-SP
78.8% (0.06-0.94)
72.6% (0.06-1.00)
60.5% (0.13-1.00)

SP-BN
BN-BN
19.6% (0.06-0.48) 1.6% (0.09-0.50)
25.3% (0.06-0.56) 2.1% (0.08-0.44)
33.1% (0.11-0.71) 6.3% (0.16-0.89)

Table 4.9. Percentage of spotted-spotted (SP-SP), mixed species (SP-BN) and
bottlenose-bottlenose (BN-BN) observed associations and COA ranges. Bold indicates
the majority and strongest of associations.
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Mean COA (SD)
0.151 + (0.145)
0.211 + (0.154)
0.271 + (0.202)

BN-BN (SD)
0.12 + (0.06)
0.11 + (0.03)
0.32 + (0.08)

Mixed (SD)
0.10 + (0.05)
0.12 + (0.06)
0.18 + (0.08)
SP-SP (SD)
0.17 + (0.06)
0.26 + (0.06)
0.33 + (0.08)

Mantel test
p<.001
p<.001
p<.001

Table 4.10. Overall mean COA (including zero associations): overall, bottlenose only (BN-BN),
mixed (bottlenose and spotted), spotted only (SP-SP). Mantel test p-value indicates that within
species associations are significantly higher.

Year
93-98
99-04
05-07
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Mean COA (SD)
0.151 + (0.145)
0.211 + (0.154)
0.271 + (0.202)
MM (SD)
0.2 + (0.07)
0.29 + (0.09)
0.30 + (0.09)

MF (SD)
0.13 + (0.05)
0.18 + (0.06)
0.25 + (0.08)

FF (SD)
0.14 + (0.05)
0.19 + (0.06)
0.27 + (0.06)

Mantel test
p<.001
p<.001
p<.003

Table 4.11. Overall mean COA (including zero associations) including both species: overall,
male-male (MM), male-female (MF) and female-female (FF) for non-calf individuals.
Mantel test p-value indicates higher with sex associations than between.

Year
93-98
99-04
05-07
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Speckled-speckled
0.16
0.23
0.35

Mottled-mottled
0.20
0.24
0.45

Fused-fused
0.20
0.32
0.34

Within
0.19
0.25
0.35

Between
0.14
0.19
0.25

Table 4.12. Mean COA for each spotted dolphin age class, and Mantel test results indicating
stronger associations within age class than between age class.

Year
1993-1998
1999-2004
2005-2007

Mantel
p<.001
p<.001
p<.001
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